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tivity of His people at last-freed
us from the captivity of war, the
captivity of our tears, the captivity
of casualty lists and gold stars, the
captivity of anxious hearts, the
captivity of a future beclouded
and fraught with dread.
Now, as of old, "they said
among the heathen: The Lord
hath done great things for them."
It is He who has brought us victory and has given us the blessings
of peace. Without His favor, all
the might of our armor, all the
fearful weapons of destruction, all
the skill of our military leaders
and statesmen, would have come
to naught. We were able to withstand in the clay of peril and to
taste the fruits of victory only because "the Lord hath clone great
things for us."
He has clone these great things
for us, not because we have deserved them, but solely out of His

Meditation on Peace
"When the Lord turned again the
captivity of Zion, we were like them
that dream. . . . Then said they
among the heathen, The Lord hath
done great things for th em . The Lord
hath done great things for us, whereof we are glad . . . . They that sow in
tears shall reap in joy. H e that goeth
forth and weepeth, bearing precious
seed, shall doubtless come again with
rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with
him." (Psalm 1 26.)

is a date that will live
always in our memories.
Peace has come, at long last, to a
weary world. The tidings at first
seemed incredibly good. We instinctively voiced the sentiments
of the ancient Israelites, returning
home after long years of Babylonian bondage: "When the Lord
turned again the captivity of Zion,
we were like them that dream."
The Lord has turned the cap-
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goodness and grace. For that unfailing grace we can never sufficiently thank Him. We can but
echo the Psalmist's exultant cry:
''The Lord hath done great things
for us, whereof we are glad."
We have sown in sorrow; now
we reap in joy. We have gone
forth weeping, sowing the seeds
of blood and sweat and tears. Now
we come reJOicmg, bearing the
precious sheaves of victory and
safety and peace.
But in this historic hour, so full
of gladness to us all, we should
pause for sober thought and grateful remembrance. Our thoughts
go out at this time to the endless
rows of white crosses, from Normandy to Okinawa-the bitter
cost of our victory. They gave
their last full measure of devotion
-these friends and loved ones of
ours-that we might live to rejoice. It is they who have made
the bells of peace to ring at last.
Our thankfulness goes out to all
who have borne the burden and
heat of battle-to our soldiers,
sailors, airmen, and marines on a
thousand battle-fronts; to our
chaplains, who have braved shot
and shell to bring the Word of life
to men in their hour of dire need;
to our doctors and nurses, who
have bound up the grievous
wounds and soothed the fevered
brows; and to all those who toiled
and sacrificed and prayed to hasten the day of victory.

The tasks of war are over now.
But the tasks of p eace have just
begun. Those tasks rest most heavily upon the shoulders of the people of God. It is the duty primarily of those who are Christians to
seek the peace-the enduring
peace-of the city and to establish
our nation upon the foundation
of righteousness and the fear of
God.
The way of peace must be the
way of repentance for our past
misdeeds and follies-both personal and national. It must be the
way of charity to all mankind, including our erstwhile foes . It must
be the way of trust in God, and of
complete surrender to Him and to
the Gospel of His love. The way
of peace must be the way of the
cross.

Potsdam and the Peace
conference of the "Big
T Three"
at Potsdam provided
HE

the first major test of President
Truman's statesmanship. As it
looks from here, he scored one
major failure and one major success.
The Big Three decisions on redrawing the map of post-war Europe, involving the arbitrary
shifting of millions of people and
upsetting the European economic
structure, are devoid of either justice or reason, and clearly carry
within them the seeds of another
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war and the threat of economic
chaos for the whole continent.
The principle of self-determination of peoples, for which Mr.
Wilson fought after World War I,
has gone by the board, and the
lofty ideals of the Atlantic Charter have been reduced to empty
words.
All the decisions have, of course,
been weighted in favor of Soviet
Russia. Josef Stalin has emerged
as the new master of Europe, and
the totalitarian system of Naziism
has been replaced by the equally
totalitarian system of Communism
-a system which ought to be repugnant to all who cherish the
American ideals of freedom and
democracy. And yet the Soviet
march to supreme power in Europe has met with supine acquiescence on the part of our American statesmen and policy-makers.
We are not inclined to fault
Mr. Truman too severely for this
abysmal folly, for he obviously inherited a situation and a policy
which had already progressed so
far that he could do little to rectify it. Russia's position had already
become so strong that she h eld the
upper hand at Potsdam. We
seemed to sense, in his radio report to the nation upon his return, that the President was not
altogether h appy over the Potsdam decisions concerning post-war
Europe.
On the credit side of the Pots-
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dam ledger, Mr. Truman can be
commended for a truly great act
of statesmanship in delivering the
surrender ultimatum to Japan.
He was not content merely to fling
at the enemy the wild and brash
dictum of "unconditional surrender," but he was wise enough to
outline the specific terms of this
demand and to offer the Japanese
people a real inducement to lay
down their arms. Mr. Truman
was more concerned about saving
the lives of American boys than
about exterminating the enemy.
1 35,ooo,ooo Americans will rise up
to thank him for an act which materially hastened the end of the
war and brought inexpressible joy
and relief to our war-weary nation, and to the rest of the world,
as well. The modest man in the
White House is a real man of
peace. Our prayers go with him as
he leads the nation into the postwar era.

Exit Churchill
1fT is difficult to accustom ourJl selves to the fact that Winston
Churchill is no longer Prime Minister of Great Britain. Even the
most astute political analysts were
unprepared for the complete upset provided by the British elections. The result was greeted with
various emotions on this side of
the Atlantic. Organized labor and
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the adherents of the New Deal did
not attempt to conceal their elation. The forces of conservatism
were frankly dismayed over the
prospect of a Socialist Britain. On
every hand expressions of amazement were heard over the apparent ingratitude of the British people in turning out their peerless
war leader, whose iron courage
and stirring words proved a vital
factor in welding his people together in their hour of greatest
danger and brought out the best
in the British character.
There is no doubt that Winston
Churchill is one of the truly great
men of modern history, and his
name will increase in luster with
the passing of time. And yet the
key to his downfall at the polls so
soon after leading his people to
victory over Germany may be
found in his own self-appraisal : "I
am a man of war and not a man
of peace."
Britain h ad had enough of war,
and its thoughts were now turned
in the direction of peace. And so
the British looked for different
leadership in the new era-leadership better qualified to deal with
the problems and opportunities of
peace-time living. The new Prime
Minister, Clement Attlee, is unquestionably a man of peace. Britons apparently felt safe in entrusting their future to him and his
confreres.
The British "turn to the left"

does not dismay us. It rather appears to be quite a natural reaction. After one party has been in
power for as long as the Conservatives in Britain, it is but natural
that the people desire a change.
We Americans have, in great
numbers, experienced the same reaction.
We are not afraid of ari.y revolutionary upheaval in the British
economic or social structure. The
men at the helm in Britain today
are Britons first, and Socialists
second. And the typical Britisher
is not a revolutionary individual.
The changes to be effected under
Attlee will be gradual, orderly,
and constitutional. Violence is
foreign to the British character.
What is more, we suspect that
many a Socialist ideal will founder on the reefs of political and
economic realities.
Another aspect of the rise to
power of the Labor Party in Britain-and this is the most encouraging aspect-is the fact that this
will undoubtedly serve as a check
upon the influence of Soviet Russia and the Communist ideology,
at least in Western Europe. There
is little doubt that the Western
European nations are veering to
the left, but it is now altogether
probable that they will follow the
more moderate lines of British Socialism rather than embrace the
violent and godless tenets of Russian Communism. And, in any
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choice between British Socialism
and Russian Communism, there
is little doubt as to where the preference of responsible Americans
will lie.

Danger Ahead
who view the present inT ternational
scene with a level
HOSE

eye cannot fail to note certain
trends and events that do not augur well for the future. They observe that totalitarianism or a
pronounced tendency toward totalitarianism continue to exist in
various parts of the world in spite
of the fact that Hitler's house of
cards has come tumbling about
the ears of the misguided citizens
of the Third Reich. Fascism-or
by whatever other name one may
choose to call this vile method of
government-flourishes in Spain
under Francisco Franco, and communism, which is unmistakably
of the kith and kin of fascism, still
rules with a rod of iron in the
U.S.S.R. The Reds see red whenever one ventures the opinion
that communism and fascism are
not as far apart as the Soviet Union and its champions would have
us believe; but no level-minded
student of history and government would even try to disprove
the statement that a one-party system as it exists in the U.S.S.R.
and in many other lands is, and
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must be, of the essence of totalitarianism. It is easy for rattlebrained and near-sighted speakers
and writers to declare with venom
in their throats and pens that the
persistent reiteration of this selfevident truth is born of a desire
to create friction between those
countries in which democracy prevails in one form or another and
those which do not look with favor upon democracy.
Eternal vigilance is, and always
has been, the price of liberty. Ardent advocates of totalitarianism
-no matter by what name they
like to designate their fond belief
-are on the move in the United
States today. They know that the
doctrines which they proclaim in
public and in private are bound
to thrive to some extent on the inevitable aftermath of war. If the
U.S.S.R. and other lands, particularly in Latin America, prefer to
march into the future under the
banner of totalitarianism, that is
their business; but a recognition
of this privilege of theirs does not
mean that the citizens of the United States should hesitate for a moment to lift up their voices con·
stantly against all outcroppings
of totalitarian trends in their own
country. Their warnings against
the dangers and the evils of totalitarianism do not spring from a
desire for war. They have their
origin in a longing for peace; for
history-especially recent history
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-proves beyond even the semblance of a doubt that nothing
breeds war more effectively than
totalitarianism-even though totalitarianism may try to conceal
its true identity under the cloak
of misleading names and rabblerousing slogans.

Conformity

level, we may question the readymade "communities," with their
"planned" homes ap.d "streamlined" down-town districts. We
face the problem of ascertaining
the point at which pressure toward conformity becomes a crime
against the full development of
the individual and, in consequence, by preventing his contribution, against the whole community.

victory over compulsory
O conformity
in the Fascist
UR

countries will leave us with leisure to examine some trends of
this sort at home. Along with the
obvious hygienic values offered
by slum-clearance projects, there
threatens the un-American element of compulsory conformity.
In broken-down shanties, in
ruined mansions, the crowded inmates in the great majority of
cases managed to make installations to meet the peculiar problems of the situation and managed to develop their small dooryards in ways that interested
them, all of which gave them a
sense of original enterprise. To
replace "Shanty-town" with rows
of undifferentiated apartmentbuildings, the lawns of which,
though beautiful, are common
property and must not be experimented upon, and the homesites of which are all alike, is
to do some good but also some
harm. And on a higher economic

Rome in Mexico
attitude of the Roman
T Catholic
Church toward ProtHE

estant missionaries in Mexico and
other Latin American countries
is not news. Although the majority of these nations have religious
liberty writteu in their constitutions, the Roman Church is determined to keep the exclusive control they have enjoyed since the
days of Coronado and Cortez. If
they cannot do this through political pressure, as when they prevented the issuance of passports to
Protestant missionaries some
months ago, they are not averse to
more drastic measures. The June
8, 1945, issue of Tiempo} a Mexican weekly, carried a report of the
results of a Pastoral Letter distributed by Monseiior Luis Martinez,
archbishop of Mexico. Under the
significant caption, "Love One
Another," it lists some of the most

I
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serious acts of persecution directly
attributable to this letter.
Murder and plunder in Santiago, Yecla. Murder and bombing
in Ojitlan, O axaca. Murder and
brutal disfigurement in Actipan,
de Morales, Puebla. Murder,
cruelty and burning in San Andres, Timilpan. Burning and rape
in Canlote, Michoacan. In each
instance the parish priest took an
active part in these atrocities, inciting their people and participating in their crimes.
According to this report, David
G. Ruega, governing bishop of the
Church of God, has applied in
vain to the government of Mexico
for guarantees of safety. He rebuked Don Luis Maria Martinez
with these words: "Before you are
the truly criminal fruits which
your Pastoral Letter is producing."
That is how the Roman Catholic ·Church shows its colors where
it is in control. It is not a new
policy or a new story, but one confirmed in history. There is nothing even remotely Christian in
that policy. Murder, rape, pillage,
cruelty are all crimes against God
and man. Does committing them
in the name of God make them
any less so? The Catholic Church
may regard the Protestant faith
as heresy. Let them prove it by
the Scriptures. They have n o Godgiven right to use the sword. Only
one means has been given to any
Christian Church to make and

7

keep people Christian, and that is
the preaching of the Gospel.
What is the Roman Church afraid
of that they must use violence to
maintain their control? '!\That do
they fear that they must call upon
the power of the sword and torch
to keep their people in line?
For a true evaluation of papist
policy and the blessings which
any country enjoys that is controlled from Rome, we need only
examine those countries. Ordinarily wherever the Gospel goes, we
find an educated, prosperous, lawabiding people. We find material
progress as well as spiritual
growth. These things are by-products of Gospel preaching. Are
those by-products present in Mexico, in Spain, in Latin America,
where the Roman Church has had
exclusive and unquestioned control for centuries? Or is there ignorance and poverty, squalor, disease and corruption? Why does
not Mexico have a school with
every church, a hospital in every
large city? If the peons cannot
afford to pay for it themselves,
certainly the Christian thing
would be to support them with
the contributions of those in more
favored countries. In the United
States these things are done because of the competition offered
by public health and educational
facilities. Look at Rome and Mexico, where Rome is supreme. One
look ought to be enough.

I
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Organized Labor
An Atheist Protests
SSERTING that she is an "atheist
ATELY organized labor has
or rationalist," and describbeen receiving considerable
ing religion as a "chronic disease," criticism. Southern Senators and
Mrs. Vashti McCollum, Physical Representatives, coming from
Education instructor at the Uni- areas where labor organizations
versity of Illinois, filed a petition are particularly weak, have been
asking the Circuit Court to halt most vociferous in their criticism.
religious education classes in the
In evaluating the current critipublic schools of Champaign. Al- cisms of organized labor we must
though no one was required to · keep in mind General Marshall's
attend the religion classes, Mrs. statement: "The number of manMcCollum protested because her hours lost through strikes represixth-grade son was embarrassed sents less than one-tenth of one
because he was the only student per cent of the total time availattending neither the Protestant, able." The Report of the National Labor Relations Board is also
Catholic, nor Jewish classes.
Mrs. McCollum's religious be- relevant: "Management has been
liefs are wholly unacceptable, but in defiance of government rules
the principle of separation of and regulations more frequently
Church and State on which she than labor has." Criticism regardhas taken a stand is valid. In the ing the vast amount of time lost
past, only a queer inconsistency because of strikes somewhat loses
and a disregard for constitutional its validity when the Department
provision has permitted the teach- of Labor is able to say that "U. S.
ing of religion in the public workers staying on jobs July 4th
more than made up for every day
schools of this nation. The teachlost by all strikes since Pearl Haring of religion in public schools
bor."
must be opposed; some authoriW e are forced to agree · with
ties are dubious regarding the le- William Rose Benet when he
gal and constitutional aspects of quotes in the Saturday. Review of
the much vaunted "released time Literature from T. S. Adams' Lafor religious instruction." People bor Problems:
desiring religious instruction for
In the last six centuries the labortheir children-and may their
ing population has risen from a contribe increase-must be willing to dition of serfdom to a state of politipay the price of such instruction cal freedom. In this struggle for eco-the maintenance of Christian nomic equality the victories have
day schools.
been won by the wage-earners them-
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selves. Where they did not pursue
their interest, they lost their interest.
When they forgot to demand their
full reward, they failed to receive
their full reward. They had occasional encouragement and even an occasional leader from the employing
class, but in the main they fought
their way against the opposition, and

not with the assistance, of their employers. Their weapons were the
strike and the trade union . . . . Always and everywhere the salvation of
the working class has been collective
action and, while the wage system
remains, their progress will continue
to be dependent upon collective action.

To Hviezdoslav
I wonder if they'll see you as you are
through my inferior lens, so scrupulously shined
that not a few not altogether blind
might recognize your distant, unknown star.
Great planets would be mere specks were they as far
removed as you are from our ken-confined
to second-hand acclaim that intertwined
among celestial songs soars your grand bar.
Strange, is it not, that God should have it so?
Small nest-too small to tie your greatness down,
and you so humble as to give that nest
a torch of truth a groping world might owe
you for, having known and followed false renown
too often to graves that guarantee no rest.

- JAROSLAV

I
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PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
B Y

0.

1845 A.D.

K R E T

Z MAN N

in the quiet desperation of making a living" .. ·.
The economics of "Walden"
may be impossibly romantic ·
(though even here there is much
to be said for its independence
and decentralizationJ), but the
sense of wonder which he brought
to little and simple things is still
a noble and necessary thing ... .
"So many autumn, ay, and winter
days," he writes, "spent outside
the Town, trying to hear what
was in the wind." . . . "For many
years I was self-appointed inspector of snow-storms and rainstorms, and did my duty faithfully." ... "One afternoon I amused
myself by watching a barred owl
sitting on one of the low dead
limbs of a white pine, close to the
trunk, in broad daylight." ... Or
the spiritual notes, so lost now in
the winds of 1945 A.D .... "The
setting sun is reflected from the
windows of the almshouse as
brightly as from the rich man's
abode; the s~ow melts before its

hundred years ago, on July
4, 1845, Henry David Thoreau, ne'er-do-well resident of
Concord, Massachusetts, friend of
Emerson, completely independent
in life and thought, packed all
his belongings into a cart and
trundled them a few miles to
Walden Pond in order to demonstrate to his contemporaries and
to posterity that men could live
well and happily without many
of the trappings of civilization.
... For two years and two months
he lived in a hut of his own building, uprooted stumps, planted
corn, beans, peas, potatoes and
turnips, watched the march of
the seasons, and prepared the
book, which, even after a hundred
years, has much wisdom for the
children of another and sadder
world. . . . For a century, as
HenryS. Canby writes, Thoreau's
"Walden" has been a "challenge
to mankind to learn how to live
lest they should lose their souls
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door as early in the spring." ...
"Only that day dawns to which
we are awake. There is more day
to dawn. The sun is but a morning star." ...
Many of Thoreau's ideas are
no longer true or adequate and
in the light of the Christian traditions many of them never were.
. . . But his consistent emphasis
on the dignity and value of the
individual and his concern for
the universe of the soul make him
a salutary voice for 1945 .... He
knew that he was more than a
producer and consumer and he
felt that it was decidedly important for us to know it too . . . .
Beyond the business of getting
and spending was the man whom
God created, seeing the trees and
vines that God has made for him,
the wheat, the corn, the grapes,
the rising of the sun and its setting, the plains and skies, the
progress of the years toward immortality.... What Thoreau did
not know was that these can be
truly seen only from the hollow of
a humility born under a Cross ....
This, however, 1945 must know.
... Now, with the war's end, we
shall hear much of the words
Beauty and Truth, Justice and
Mercy-all the fine abstractions
which men drag from their closets
o£ evil when they are thoroughly
ashamed of themselves. . . . To
clothe these with meaning, however, is another matter... . Ther

11

are ultimately impossible where
God, the Cross, love, faith, humility are lacking.... Our hearts
will always remain empty until
they are filled with God.

2045 A.D.
COME of you may not be con0 scious of the fact that this
week marks the centennial of the
greatest single discovery in the
history of science. . . . Exactly
one hundred years ago on July
16 a group of awe-struck scientists
saw the first practical-and destructive-application of the energy locked within the atom. . . .
With a bomb constructed on entirely new principles they vaporized a steel tower in the desert
of New Mexico. . . . The explosion shook the surrounding country for a radius of one hundred
miles and the light was of such
unearthly brilliance that a too
curious member of the group was
temporarily blinded by it. ... In
Albuquerque, 120 miles away, a
blind girl saw the flash .... Seismographs at various points in the
country shivered as they recorded
the shock . . . . About a month
later two of those bombs were
dropped on key cities in the Japanese islands, and after a few days
of bewildered conferences the
Japanese nation surrendered and
what is known to us as the War

I
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of the Races ended. . . . Science
had done what morality had been
unable to do. . . . It had made
war hideous beyond imaginativn
and belief. . . .
To you who are seated in this
classroom this morning, all this
seems long ago and far away .. ..
It is probably very difficult for you
to visualize the years that followed that decisive morning in
New Mexico . . . . For the flash
of the atomic bomb had not only
lighted the early dawn of a desert
day; it had thrown a ghastly flare
over the entire civilization which
had produced it. . . . Even the
scientists who had worked on the
bow h began to think of its moral
implications. . . . The former
Prime Minister of a group of nations then known as the British
Empire, Mr. Winston Churchill,
who had carried his people
through the war on a shield of
shining words, expressed the
thoughts of inarticulate millions
when he said that the secret of
the atom "had long been mercifully withheld from mankind."
. . . Everywhere, contemporary
observers tell us, the man in
the street became aware of the
bewildering paradox to which
preachers and moralists had been
pointing for several hundred years
-the contrast between the barbarism of the social morality of
the day and the refinement of its
scientific methods and achieve-

ments ... . The issue had finally
been defined clearly. . . . The
moral paradox so evident to us
all in the contemporary accounts
of life in those days had now
come to the confused attention
of the average man .... He suddenly realized that things had
gotten out of control and that
his very safety from incredible
and impersonal death from the
skies now depended, with terrible
insistence, on his personal and
social morality. . . . I need not
point out to you who are students
at this Christian world university
that God sometimes uses means
like this to accomplish His purposes in history.... When mankind fails to heed His Word, He
uses the fearful hammer of events
in order to beat man into an
awareness of his insanity ... . The
hammer, as you know, does not
save men, but it forces them to
look around and listen for a forgotten voice calling from beyond
the sound of the anvil. . . .
You will recall, I am sure, that
the years immediately following
the discovery of the secret of the
atom and the end of the War of
the Races were years of confusion,
tension, and bewilderment. . . .
The first momentary and thoughtless relief over the end of the war
was succeeded by a period a£ an.xious questioning, of scurrying for
temporary safeguards against the
new power in the hands of man-
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kind .... At first there was some
high talk about a joint control ·
commission representing the socalled democratic nations which
\\·ould keep the secret of the bomb
locked away in comparatively
civilized minds and hands. . . .
This however, was only momentary. . . . Almost immediately
everyone realized that the secret
of the atom could not long remain secret, and that atomic
bombs could easily come into the
possession of any small group
of world bandits who might use
them to destroy a great part of
the human race .... Science and
statesmanship had reached the
end of the road .... The human
race had become the sorcerer's apprentice desperately and vainly
trying to control the spirits it had
called out of the darkness of the
Universe ....
It was at this point, you will
remember, that the Church
stepped in. . . . Forgotten and
neglected in the first half of the
twentieth century, even by the
men who paid lip-service to its
teachings, it suddenly moved into
the center of the stage of history.
. . . There had been some foreshadowing of this development in
the remarkable strength and courage of the Church in the countries that had turned to the evil
doctrine of the all-sufficient State
in the early thirties of the century
and in the religious attitudes of
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many of the men who returned
from the war with a clear picture
of its insane destruction . . . . In
foxholes and cellars the Church
had again felt its hidden power.
... With an amazing devotion to
its task, it began to regain its
ancient position as the critic and
conscience of the world. . . . Its
pulpits rang with power. . . . It
extended the authority of the divine Word to every area and
problem of human life. . . . It
sent missionaries by the thousands into every land where the
Gospel was not known. . . . It
built high schools, colleges, and
universities in which your grandfathers and grandmothers learned
to apply Christian ethics to every
field of human life and thought.
. . . It watched the fundamental
attitudes of every man and woman elected to office in our world
government.... It was bold and
fearless in its criticism of everything and anything which might
come between man and his God.
You know of course what the
result was .... At first there was
a period of bitter and powerful
opposition to the efforts of the
Church.... Some of that opposition continues to this day and
will continue. . . . There is no
such thing as a millennia! utopia
in human history.... But by the
beginning of the twenty-first century the Church could point to
some remarkable achievements.
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... It had brought the Gospel to
the Church has succeeded in placthe far reaches of Asia. . . . In . ing good men where evil men
fact, this afternoon and tomorrow used to be-and that has made
I will take you on a field trip to all the difference in the world ....
I hope, ladies and gentlemen,
Japan, Manchuria, and Tibet in
order to show you at first hand that I have given you a greater
what has been accomplished in appreciation of the sublime heritthe short space of one hundred age which is yours in this year of
years . . . . As you know, our sys- our Lord 2045. . . . I do not
tem of government has now man- know how long God will permit
aged to maintain peace for the the world to stand-or even if
past seventy-five years. . . . The He may not again permit us to
curious thing about this fact is fall back into the dark and evil
that this has been accomplished, ways of the twentieth century....
not by official organized pressure But for the moment we can be
by the Church on the State, but thankful that He gave our parby the tremendous insistent em- ents and grandparents the grace
phasis on Christian missions and and power to see His will and do
Christian education. . . . By fol- it.... Class dismissed....
lowing its ancient, God-given task

"Nations are the citizens of humanity, as individuals
are the citizens of the nation."
GIUSEPPE MAZZINI,

"Duties of Man."

I
As September comes, a thoughtful obseroer
considers a post-vacation problem.

Mail Box Manners
By

RuDOLPH NoRDEN

I went on a three weeks'
0 vacation,
and when I came
NCE

back I found a stack of mail so
high. I had not realized how
many people had me on their
mailing lists. Every day an assortment of letters trickles through
your mailbox. To get the perspective of this mass of printed matter
you must let it accumulate for a
while. There is a paper shortage,
we are told. This paucity of
things pulpy must simply be accepted as a fact on someone's authority. What you pull out of the
mailbox or pick up from your
front porch would not suggest a
paper dearth. Every organization,
it seems, makes diligent use of
John Gutenberg's invention to
circularize and propagandize its
members and prospective members. The printer and the illustrator become the silent salesmen for
business houses, and they walk in
on you on the legs of the postman. There are also those crusading individuals who in the furtherance of causes ever so good

become indefatigable mail-makers. Now, please, do not misunderstand me. I am just a civilian,
but, like my brethren in the service, I love to get mail. It helps my
morale. While much of the mailed
material must ultimately be consigned to the circular file, the
waste basket, I read all of it. As
little as I would slam the door
in the face of a guest who calls on
me in the flesh, so little would I
mistreat his correspondence. One
also learns not to judge the merit
of one's mail by the value of the
postage stamp it bears. After years
of experience in wielding the letter opener and pulling out envelop flaps one comes to realize
that much literary inanity travels
first class, while valuable information comes at times in the humbler garb of an unsealed letter.
In order not to waste the precious
kernels of my correspondence, I
have made it a habit to thresh out
everything fed into the hopper
of my mailbox. Tares there are
among the wheat, but it is not
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good to form premature judgments on this score.
If the sender of mail has a right
to presuppose some courtesy on
the part of the addressee, what
courtesy can the receiver expect?
Is there such a thing as mailbox
etiquette? Is the person whose
reading time is requested entitled
to some consideration at all? Finding no literature on this subject,
I have resolved to turn a furrow
in this virgin soil. What follows
are ten reactions of a diligent
reader of second class mail.
Cheating
1. It irks me to receive form
letters, which are strictly second
class stuff, under three cent postage. Somehow one feels that he
has been built up to a letdown.
Your correspondent promised you
much but gives you little. You
had expected a personal letter,
but alas! it is another one of
those John Doe affairs. The psychology of this reaction is not favorable to the sender. Instead of
creating goodwill, the form letter, notably if it sails under false
and pretentious colors, tends to
arouse disappointment in the
reader. The latter suspects that
an expensive trick has been used
to gain his attention.
2. Another thing I don't like is
for my correspondent to have his
secretary type my name and address atop a mimeographed letter

with such care as to make me
think that the whole letter was individually typed. This I call cheating. I do not resent a mimeographed letter, but I do resent the
attempt to make it appear like a
personal letter. Usually I check up
on these fraudulent documents
with the erasure test. If the words
in the salutation of the letter rub
off and blur under the pressure of
the erasure, while the words in the
body of the letter stand firm, I
know that I have been cheated. Jf
the person who intends to sell
me something hasn't the time to
write a separate letter, let him use
mass production methods. But let
him not try to deceive me.
3· It riles me, in the third
place, when one-cent material,
gotten out in vast quantities, puts
on airs. Someone took a sheet of
paper, spent a little money on
ink and a mailing permit, but
wants to make me believe that his
message is all-important. In this
category (and it is usually the
waste basket) belong the announcements of amazing offers,
exclusive bargains, and inside informations, which you know are
divulged to all and sundry. Here,
for instance, is an "engraved" invitation, purportedly sent me on
a selective basis and allowing me
to become a member of a foundation. The offer was intended to
flatter me, but it surely doesn't. I
know I have been played the fool
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and that my gracious correspondent is a liar. This too is bad psychology, for you know all the
while that it is not you they want
but your money. What irks you
most of all is that this exclusive
invitation comes to you under
mailing permit No. 154. People all
over town probably .t?eceived the
same thing.
4· It irritates me when the author of canned letters attempts to
be "chummy." His letter probably
inquires as to how you feel this
morning, and will end on a note
of personal solicitude. You know
all the while that this considerate
gentleman doesn't know you from
Adam and loses no sleep over that
fact. Perhaps some people go for
the chummy salesman, whether it
is the glad handshaker at a
church door or the operator of a
filling station on a transcontinental highway who sees his customers only once in this life. Long
ago I made it a rule that the politician who kisses my baby shall
lose a vote. Once I drove my badly bespattered car into a filling
station, back in the days when
business was poor and the attendants were over-nice. (Remember
those days?) Well, this man complimented me very profuse! y on
the fine appearance of my car. He
was not telling the truth and he
knew it. I also knew it and did
not like it. Really, I am fond of
friendly people; but when a total
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stranger becomes chummy without benefit of proper introductions, I instinctively reach for my
pocketbook. The unknown letter
writer who asks about my health,
when it is really my business he is
after, only heightens my sales resistance. If I were to answer him
at all I would quote the famous
feminine rejoinder: "Oh, you say
that to all the girls!"
Brevity

5· My fifth peeve with writers
of circular letters is that they are
not brief enough. Brevity is the
spice of life. It is also the lifesaver of third-class mail. What the
sender wants to say, he had better say in a paragraph that one
can read at a glance. My mother
can write me a letter of four pages
and get by with it. I will read every word, and perhaps twice. Unhappily, the person who doesn't
know me from a totem pole or a
fence post, cannot and will not
hold my attention for that long. I
will gladly read his message if he
is miserly with his words.
6. I don't believe in the bombardment theory when it comes
to literary missiles. Perhaps there
are customers who want to be
punched into a buying mood. Evidently there are, and for that reason sales managers find it fruitful
to use the softening-up process.
Perhaps the results also establish
that the first issue of letters brings
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few returns, and that the broadside has to be repeated over and
over again. I have no quarrel with
the history of sales results. I mere! y record my own reactions to the
practice of bombarding the hapless addressee with consecutive letters. One tires of seeing envelopes
with the same return address. You
can anticipate what their contents
are, and since you think you
know, you hesitate to open them
at all.
7. My second and third class
correspondents offend me when
they appeal to my emotions. Perhaps they want a contribution for
a much-needed charitable institution. They proceed to give me a
highly dramatic story in booklet
form. This booklet will be profusely illustrated with posed pictures. Somehow I feel that the
situation has been dressed up. I
begin to suspect that the narrator
is telling me only of handpicked
incidents, that he is selecting only
the roses, not the more plausible
dandelions, for his bouquet of
words. The photographer too
might be tempted to train his
camera only on choice scenes. In
short, I am treated as a person of
inferior mentality, like the average American who has to be emotionally overcome before he will
buy a bond. I don't like to be
bowled over or high-pressured by
dramatic and pictorial appeals. I
would rather have the story of

human need told me in a few simple words-in the kind of words
Paul used in telling the brethren
of the famine in Jerusalem, and
in the kind of words a country
preacher used in telling his congregation of a great need. Asked,
"How did you raise so great an
amount?" he simply said: "I told
them in plain words what the
need was." I want my pamphleteers to do the same. Since it is
my donation they want, I am entitled to ask questions about the
cost of the publicity material.
Booklets with lavish pictures cost
a lot of money. Can my solicitors
be so hard up when they spend
thousands of dollars on printed
propaganda? There is the possibility that the appeal will backfire .
8. It will please me no end
if my impersonal correspondents
will make it easy for me to comply with their requests. If they desire a reply, they ought to furnish
a ready-to-mail reply card. If a
letter is to be forthcoming from
me, they ought to provide a postage stamp. This thoughtfulness
will bring results and speedy replies. Above all, it is mailbox etiquette and correspondence knighthood.
g. Like you, I hate filling out
those long forms the postman
brings. There are forms to fill out
in order to get ration books, new
tires, additional sugar and what
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not. I don't want my church to
add to this burden unnecessarily.
Instead of having church agencies
write to me once a week for some
figures, and perhaps not getting
them, it would be far better to
have a central agency call for complete statistics once a year. All
other fact-finding, figure-gathering commissions ought to have access to these files and find there
the information they desire. Statistics do not tell the whole story
anyway. The tabulation of figures
is useless, unless some remedial
action follows it. I would be
much happier in the perusal of
my second and third-class mail if
there were fewer blanks to fill out
and to send in.
Give or Get
10. Finally, I would appreciate
my penny literature more if it
gave me something instead of trying to get something. "What is
there to give?" you ask. I don't
necessarily want free calendars,
souvenirs, desk gadgets and the
like. I mean items of information
that are worth remembering and
filing away for reference. It happens now and then that the coarse
wrapper reveals under its husks a
sweet kernel of knowledge. In my
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filing cabinet I preserve many
gems of truth and thought that
came unasked in second class
mail. These guests are always welcome. I offer them the hospitality
of my study room and home. So,
dear correspondents, when you
send me a form letter or circular,
you will have my goodwill, and,
who knows, my gift, if you counterbalance your appeals and admonitions with news bulletins
and information that give me
something.
"Now," say some of the readers
who stayed with me to the bitter
end, "this man is sour on life. No
doubt he suffers from indigestion." But, pray, deal not so harshly with me. And, please, do not
take my name off your mailing
lists. I love those letters with
green postage stamps and those
leaflets you have sent me anonymously. May no paper shortage
befall you! I was merely trying to
improve our relationship, so that
you will get your money's worth
out of the postage and publicity
allowance at your disposal. If
there is anything you can do for
me toward improving my reader
interest, I know you will not fail
me.

THE

ASTROLABE
BY

THE O DORE GRAEBNER

THE GRAND DUCHESS
COMES BACK
~A br ight, warm, early spring
•
sun d awned on the colorful
city of Luxemburg* on . the first
Saturday in April, washmg away
the last vestige of winter's gloom.
This day was inconspicuous to
most people of the world, but to
the subj ects of the duchy, it
marked the glorious r eturn of
Grand Duchess Charlotte, to·
gether with Prince Fe~ix. The_ at·
mosphere tingled with exc_tt ement as elaborate preparatwns
were made to assure a royal homecoming consistent with their feelings of sincere admiration and devotion to their ruler. The Grand
-----r.uxemburg is a Eu ropean Grand Duchy four ~
H.fths the size of Rhode Island, situated between
Germany on the east, Belgium ?" the wost, a~tl
France on the sout h. Iu intcgrny and neutraltty
were guaranteed by the Treaty of Lond on (May 1I ,
1867). Area, 999 square miles-population (1935)
296,913. Its neutrality, like that of Belgtum, was
ignored by the Nazi invasion of 1940. The ruler
of Lu xemburg is Grand Duchess Charl otte, bo rn
Jan . 23, 1896. The mineral output of Luxemburg,
despite its size, is enormous.

Duchess h ad made a temporary
visit to her country last September after many years of exile in
England, but had been whisked
away during last December's German counter-offensive. Now the
time was ripe for permanent resumption of the throne, and the
people · were determined to start
the n ew reign on the right foot
with demonstrations of pomp and
ceremony. Stree ts and sidewalks
were scrubbed clean. Buildings
were draped in flags. Shop windows were given a brisk rubdown
and filled with displays of portraits of the royal family. One ingenious merchant in an effort to
outdo all others framed pictures
in a maze of multi-colored Christmas lights. Even in tawdry back
streets placards were on exhibit
to show unqualified allegiance to
their sovereign head.
The Duchess was expected to
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make her royal entrance at four
o'clock, but already by noon the
streets were lined with throngs of
the populace. There were old,
lean men, clean-shaven and in
hastily repaired clothing, women
in starched cottons with a spattering of silks and satins. Many had
worked feverishly with upswept
hairdoes and other tonsorial innovations. The best perfume
scented the air; couples locked
arm in arm sauntered down the
avenues sensing spring's breath of
!'amour. Little rascals with mischief in their eyes twitched with
discomfort after a morning's vigorous scrubbing in neat shorts and
rompers while babes in arms
bawled in bewilderment at this
seemingly unnecessary ostentation.
Some had brought their lunches
with them and spread out on the
curbstones to enjoy a holiday picnic. Others merely stood patiently
and chatted with their neighbors
on domestic issues.
Long after the appointed hour,
a brass band piped its martial
airs in the distance to announce
the feted royalty. Immaculately
dressed, police in shining brass
and ribbons scurried to their prearranged positions, and the official welcoming committee of local notables stood like pillars to
proclaim its formal felicitations.
A motorcycle escort screamed its
warnings for the people to give
way to the procession. But the

.I
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first glimpse of the white-dressed,
beaming Duchess in an open touring car brought a surge of humans
that no army could hope to control. They surrounded the car in
droves. They waved and cheered
and bellowed in delight. For them
this day marked not only a gala
festival, but also a portent of
blessed peace and security for the
future. The Duchess had come
home to stay."
-Mel Engelhardt, in Trillium.

WHAT PRICE ROYALTY?
~ Just before midnight on May
(fl) 8, heralding the official ceasing of fire at 12:01 thousands of
searchlights shot up from the
whole perimeter of London and
domed the city with radiance. Between the weaving beams the sky
glowed with hundreds of Victory
bonfires and planes roared over.
That was the setting for London's night of rejoicing-the joy
of a tough, disciplined people letting themselves go for the first
time for nearly six years.
We are following the story as
it was told In the London Daily
Express of May g. The celebration, says one of the reporters, had
the advantage of "king's weather"
-a pleasant, sunshiny spring day.
Dense crowds filled every street of
the West End. They danced. They
sang. They cheered. They set off
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fireworks. They laughed and they through three or four minutes of
wept. This continued until morn- cheering. Then the crowd suding and there was no sign of denly began to sing-'For They
flagging excitement. The crowds Are Jolly Good Fellows.' This
danced to the main-line railway had been going on steadily from
stations, changed their minds midnight till morning. Eight
about going home, and danced times the huge park surrounding
back again. Then came the broad- Buckingham Palace was filled
cast by the king of Germany's with hundreds of thousands and
capitulation. This issue of the eight times the royal family had
Daily Expresss exalts the Rusto appear in the balcony to greet
sians: "One toast at every gather- the cheering people. Then the
ing this day should be the Red royal family went into the streets
Army. The British people need no of London, mixed with the peoprompting to remember the con- -ple, were received with exprestribution of the Red Army to vic- sions of exuberant joy in the varitory, or the sufferings of Russia. ous quarters of London."
They know, and they will never
All of this must seem mysteriforget, that every bomb rained ous enough to one who thinks that
down square by square on Stalin- kings and emperors have had their
grad was one that some British day. The mystery deepens when
city was spared." And facing this a London paper shows the crowd
editorial, on the opposite page, is of tens of thousands in Parliaa snapshot of the King, the Queen,
ment-square, the picture bearing
and Princess Elizabeth with "pal- the legend, "One man stands out
ace background of glassless win- among these thousands." The
dows and bomb-cracked stone, set- story reads: "In the Square of the
ting for one of the greatest mo- Statues of great British Prime
ments in the Empire's story. Here Ministers the greatest of them all
is the King, greeting the people- -Winston Spencer Churchill-has
there to greet him. A moment or his Victory Day triumph, shared
so after the Prime Minister's with tens of thousands of rejoicbroadcast had ended, the King ing Londoners.
appeared on the balcony-bare"This is Parliament-square. The
headed, in naval uniform, radi- bells of St. Margaret's and Westantly happy. For a few seconds he minster Abbey are chiming. And
stood th ere alone. Then the mounted police are clearing a
Queen, Princess Elizabeth, in way for the Prime Minister. Mr.
A.T.S. uniform, and Princess Mar- Churchill, cigar in mouth and
garet joined him. They waved, waving his hat, is standing in a
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car which is hidden by the crowd.
Men and women of all the Services, uniformed men from most of
the Allied nations, are milling
round with the thousands of men
and women who wear no uniform
but who proudly and gallantly
went through the Battle of London."
The strange thing is that the
royalty of England is not balanced
by the Prime Minister as choice
of the people, but that the system
of popular government which
creates prime ministers is bound
by its free will to a constitutional
monarchy, a Royal House which
no stress of two wars in one generation, each demanding the utmost from the people, could destroy or even weaken. It is one of
the greatest marvels of modern
history.

THE SINGING WELCOME
ON OSLOFJORD
~ It was the homecoming of
•
another king, Haakon VII.
He was sailing on a British battleship up the fjord that leads to
the capital of Norway, his five
years of exile being over when
Germany capitulated. It seemed
as if the population of Norway
had streamed to the oceanside in
order to welcome its ruler. Where
the mountains come down to the
sea, along the broad inlet called
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Oslofjord, hundreds of thousands
of people were gathered in festive
array, many in their native costumes. As the cruiser moved up
the fjord, the crowds sang the
national anthem, "Yes, We Love
This Country," the famous patriotic lyric of Bj9)rnstjerne Bj9)rnson. When the royal party arrived at the capital, scenes of
delirious joy were repeated, as at
Luxemburg, when the Duchess
came back, and in London, when
the King announced the defeat of
Germany.
Much the same story was told
when King Christian acknowledged the homage of his people
in Copenhagen. This Christian X
is the elder brother of Haakon
of Norway, both being sons of
King Frederick VIII of Denmark.
He is a remarkable fellow in many
ways. He remained King of Denmark after the German invasion
of 1940. Once, soon after the occupation, the swastika was raised
over the Royal Palace. Christian
sent a note to the Nazi proconsul
threatening to tear down this rag
with his own hands if it was not
removed by a certain time. It
was removed and no effort was
made to put it back, even after
the relations between the German
troops and the people had greatly
deteriorated, so that German soldiers were mysteriously assassinated every night. Christian remained
King of Denmark.
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Then there is Wilhelmina,
Queen of the Netherlands. She
escaped to Great Britain when the
country was invaded, while her
daughter, Juliana, heiress apparent, and married to a German
Prince, fled to Canada. In spite
of a certain Dutch stodginess-her
public utterances since her accession in 1898 rarely made the front
page in an American newspaperQueen Wilhelmina must have
qualities which rate her above being just another queen. In her
case the people did not wait until
the land had been cleared of invaders. When the British and
American armies had penetrated
a narrow strip on the western border of the Netherlands, the inhabitants declared that they could
not celebrate without their Queen.
So she had to come over from
Great Britain to one of the larger
border towns where everybody
dressed up in national garb, the
men with their huge black balloon-like pantaloons, the women
in starched white dress and headgear. And so they received their
Queen, casting flowers before her
on streets that had first been swept
and scrubbed to make them fit
for Wilhelmina's car.
Maybe she is just one of the
people, and maybe she's got something. She is of the Royal House
of Orange, counting among her
ancestors William the Silent, and
is a stockholder in Shell Oil. The

orange yellow which you see on
the Shell Oil stations indicates the
ownership of a majority of the
stock by the House of Orange.
She was once rated worth $2oo,ooo,ooo. But to the Dutch she is
simply their Queen and they insist that S,ooo,ooo Dutchmen cannot be wrong.
All of which sets one thinking
It is an over-simplification to
say that these kings are "symbols."
You tell a Norwegian that King
Haakon is a "symbol," as if he
stood only for an idea to which
the people are attached. On the
o~her hand, look at Belgium and
notice the trouble King Leopold
III has in coming back. Belgium
has Socialists and Communists,
but so has England. Leopold,
however, surrendered to Hitler,
and there is evidence that he was
playing a role similar to that of
Marshal Petain in France. It is a
question now whether the people
want to accept him or his son as
his successor and retain the form
of monarchy while curtailing its
power.
We don't hear of King Carol
staging a comeback in Rumania.
When he left with Mme. Lupescu,
machine gun bullets spattered his
sleeping car. And some of the
home-folks held the machine guns.
And Greece had its King
George, a scion of the royal house
of Denmark, and will have no
more of him.
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If royalty is but a symbol, much
of this does not make sense.
It is possible that there are
kings that are worthwhile and
kings that are a drug on the market. Good kings and bad, as there
are good dentists and bad dentists,
good barbers and poor barbers.

BRITISH BULWARK AGAINST
COMMUNISM
A This Astrolabe may be an aid
•
to natural vision looking at
the present scene or even looking
backward, but it doesn't operate
so well regarding things to come.
He is a bold man who would predict the effect on world events
that is potential in the outcome
of the British elections. But as
for world opinion concerning the
British Prime Minister, it is only
the simple truth to say that the
courage of the man stands out
only in clearer perspective as we
consider the events of the current
year. I refer particularly to Mr.
Churchill's attitude toward Russia and the danger of violent revolution in Western Europe.
Some months ago the front
pages brought the fantastic news
of British tanks ranging about in
Athens and suburbs and destroying regiments of Greek soldiers.
Immediately the haters of all
things British denounced Churchill for suppressing with guns and
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tanks the aspirations of Greece
for independence and freedom.
There were mutterings in England, too, that British imperialism
was crushing out the freedom of
one of England's allies and the
question was becoming an issue
in Parliament. Mr. Churchill suggested that they send a few men
down to Greece and view the situation themselves. Two members of the opposition party were
dispatched, investigated the Greek
situation, came back and reported
that England had not attacked
freedom-loving Greeks, but had
saved them from enslavement by
Communism. In a news letter, Mr.
Edgar Ansel Mowrer recently admitted that when British soldiers
massacred certain Greek regiments, he believed that the real
purpose was to restore King George
to the throne and that Churchill's
talk of saving the Greeks from the
"horrors of Communism" (which
he ironically referred to as "Trotskyism") was eyewash to hide his
real aim. The facts are accessible
today and the suppression of
Communism in Greece must be
recognized as one of the bravest
things Mr. Churchill ever did.
We now remember that in his
radio speech last May 13, after
V-E day, the Prime Minister said:
"On the continent of Europe, we
have yet to make sure that the
simple and honorable purposes
for which we entered the war
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are not brushed aside or overlooked in the months following
our success and that the words
'freedom,' 'democracy' and 'liberation' are not distorted from their
meaning as we have underrotood
them."
Other events, clouded by the
mysteries of diplomacy and press
censorship, are now beginning to
stand out in their true meaning.
The picture has been the same
wherever the British met the aggression of Communism into
Western and Southern Europe.
The shifting of British support
from the cautious Mihailovitch to
the dashing Tito in Yugoslavia
was dictated by this consideration,
although soon afterwards Tito
"doublecrossed" Churchill by setting up an undemocratic Moscowdominated regime in Belgrade.
Mr. Mowrer has it on good authority that Churchill in 1943
urged that the great Anglo-American offensive should take place
not in France but in the Balkans.
This would have limited "liberation" by the Soviets to Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Austria.
Churchill gave in only when he
was overruled, for purely military
considerations, by President
Roosevelt.

One of most mysterious incidents at the close of European
hostilities was the contest for the
occupation of Trieste. The readers may remember that this most
important harbor city on the east
shore of the Adriatic is the object
of both Yugoslav and Italian "aspirations" and was until recently
part of Italian territory. The British and American armies entered
from one side and Tito's troops
from the other. Then there was a
censorship blackout and when it
lifted our troops were in control.
It was again the issue of checking
Soviet advance in Western Europe. This, with American assistance, was done when Marshal
Tito was ejected from Trieste.
At San Francisco, Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden astonished
his American listeners by the violence of his remarks on Soviet expansion.
And a British spokesman certainly had his tongue in his cheek
when he explained that the British were taking down in their own
sector of Berlin the huge frames
bearing pictures of Joseph Stalin
because they had to "conserve
lumber" -1
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AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Treasured Recordings
(CONTINUED)

BY WALTER A. HANSEN

\\ Long ago many a purveyor
of judgments in matters pertaining to music and musicians
predicted with the utmost confidence that the symphonies of
Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky would
soon wither away like fruit on a
girdled tree. Taking their cue
from a famous passage in Shakespeare's Hamlet about "words,
words, words," they declared that
the renowned Russian had unburdened himself of nothing more
and nothing better than notes,
·notes, notes.
Perhaps it would be going altogether too far to say that in some
respects opinions, both those that
are favorable and those that are
unfavorable, are the lifeblood of
music. At all events, they imbue
the study of the arts with contagious interest. Why? Because
opinions have an ingrained tendency to stir up strife, and every
form of human endeavor thrives

tl

to some extent on strife. Sometimes the strife of which I am
speaking is conceived and born in
friendliness, sometimes it is saturated with venom; but who will
contend that the clashing of verdicts does not have much to do
with the advancement and the
enlargement of learning?
Let us consider a concrete example. An engineer specializing
in the field of aeronautics has devised a supercharger which, in his
own opinion and in the opinion
of many experts, is positively the
last word in superchargers. Will
everyone accept that verdict without further ado? By no means.
Other engineers, goaded on either
by friendly competition or by
downright envy, will rack their
brains to develop a better supercharger. Sooner or later some of
those efforts will be crowned with
success. Therefore it is entirely
correct to say that superchargers
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are bound to thrive on strife. As
a logical and inevitable result,
opinions and verdicts regarding
superchargers will undergo modification and revision.
An old saying reminds us that
every comparison limps; but a
conclusion equally old cautions
us to bear in mind that even a
limping comparison can serve a
helpful purpose. Just as strife,
both friendly and bitter, leads io
modified and revised judgments
pertaining to superchargers, so
strife, both friendly and bitter,
leads to modified and revised judgments pertaining to music. In con, sequence, the tonal art flourishes.
Wise philosophers tell us that it
would have died on the vine ages
ago if, for one reason or another,
it had been deprived of the indispensable tonic of strife.
Tchaikovsky-lore has undergone
many a modification and many
a revision in the course of the
years, and his symphonies have
reaped a luxuriant harvest of acclaim and popularity as a direct
result of the clash of opinions.
Agile-brained critics cannot argue
those works out of the world, verbal acrobatics cannot force them
to give up the ghost, cleverly constructed arguments cannot succeed
in consigning them to the bottomless pit reserved for offscourings.
This does not mean that everyone
has learned, or must learn, to
have an irrepressible penchant for

the symphonies of Tchaikovsky;
but it does mean that the number
of men, women, and children who
are fond of what the Russian bequeathed to the world is far larger
than the number of those who
either look upon the Tchaikovsky
lega.cy with mild disfavor or declare without batting an eye that
it has little or no intrinsic worth.
After all, Tchaikovsky is Tchaikovsky, Bach is Bach, Beethoven
is Beethoven, Mozart is Mozart,
and Brahms is Brahms. Let no
one presume to condemn the Russian's music out of hand merely
because it is different from the
music of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart,
Brahms, or any other master.
Conducting Tchaikovsky
h Some conductors will tell you
• . that the symphonies of Tchaikovsky almost conduct themselves.
An orchestra made up of highly
skilled instrumentalists, they say,
can give effective performances of
the Russian's works without much
trouble or effort on the part of
the man on the podium. Are they
right, or are they wrong? They are
right if they compare the conducting of works from the pen of
Tchaikovsky with the conducting
of, let us say, Mozart's jupiter
Symphony, Beethoven's Ninth,
Brahms's Second, Shostakovich's
Eighth, Debussy's La Mer, Bach's
Brandenburg Concertos, or other
works containing more complexi-
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ties in the warp and woof of their
scoring than are to be found in
what Tchaikovsky has written.
They are wrong if they permit
their conviction as to the relative
ease of conducting and performing Tchaikovsky's symphonies to
give rise to carelessness.
Every conductor must be a traffic policeman, as it were. He must
guide the players with care and
skill. Naturally, certain compositions present more traffic problems than others; but woe unto
the man on the podium if he
neglects to be on the alert at all
times. Careless traffic policemen
can cause mishaps and disastrous
accidents.
Tchaikovsky's symphonies, like
all other music of genuine worth,
require symmetrical phrasing, a
sure understanding of the exacting art of knowing when to coo~dinate and when to subordinate,
a complete control of the entire
scale of dynamics, meticulous attention to instrumental coloring,
a sensitive regard for the importance of accentuation, and a keen
appreciation of the potent magic
inherent in that vital element
which is commonly designated as
tempo. A knowledge of tradition
is necessary even though now and
then a conductor who is great in
the full sense of the word can afford to decide that it is the part
of wisdom to send tradition
sprawling with a resounding up-
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percut to the jaw. To be sure,
there will be differences of opinion and heated debates as to
phrasing, co-ordination, subordination, dynamics, coloring, tempo,
and tradition; but those differences of opinion and those heated
debates will stimulate interest in
the music.
There is a crying need for a recording of Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. I) in G Minor) Op. IJ
(Winter Reveries). Undoubtedly
many conductors give thought
now and then to this work with
a view to including it in some of
their programs; but they usually
arrive at a negative decision. Most
critics contend that Tchaikovsky's
First is loaded to the gunwales
with unmistakable immaturity of
expression. Its contents and the
skill exemplified in its workmanship, they maintain, do not do
justice to the outstanding ability
which came to the fore in later
works from the pen of the same
composer. Tchaikovsky, they say,
had not yet cut his wisdom teeth,
so to speak, when he wrote the
First. Nevertheless, the First
should not be banned from concert programs, nor should it be
shunned by those who make and
market recordings. On some of its
pages there are unmistakable evidences of the stirring savagery
which accounts to a large extent
for much of the lasting potency
contained in parts of Tchaikov-
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sky's Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth.
"Scratch the skin of a Muscovite,"
it is said, "and underneath you
will find a Tartar." Portions of
the last movement of the First do
more than merely foreshadow the
exciting wildn~ss characteristic of
many of the finest pages written
by Tchaikovsky in later works.
James Gibbons Huneker declared
that the Finale of the First
"smacked of the Calmuck." Many
a Tchaikovsky devotee, as well
as many a Tchaikovsky-baiter, is
longing for a good recording of
the Winter Reveries Symphony.
The Other Symphonies
1'\ What about the Symphony

tl No. 2 in c Minor, op. IJ
(Little Russian)? There is an excellent recording of this beautiful composition as played by the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
under Eugene Goossens (Victor
Album 790). Some listeners may
contend that Goossens hamstrings
his reading of the work by imbuing it with too much restraint. I
do not share their view; for to my
thinking the Secorul, which is a
masterpiece in the matter of form,
does not cry out for as much emotional intensity as one needs when
conducting the Fourth, the Fifth,
the Sixth, and the far inferior
Third. Tchaikovsky made skillful
use of authentic Russian folk music in the Second. The last movement proves to the hilt that he

was a master of the art of devising variations. Unfortunately, the
Second is not known as widely as
it deserves to be known. The
Fourth, the Fifth, and the Sixth
have almost succeeded in smothering it into desuetude.
The Symphony No. 3, in D
Major, Op. 29 (Polish) does not
wear well. I agree whole-heartedly
with Herbert Weinstock, who
states pointedly and pertinently
in his invaluable biography of
Tchaikovsky (Tchaikovsky. Alfred
A. Knopf, New York. 1943. $5.oo)
that
. .. it is a symphonic grab-bag, full of
five sketchy and tenuously related
movements-a "tempo di marcia funebre" that sets off promisingly with
a fine melancholy theme, but dwindles shaplessly; an "alia tedesca" that
might come out of a suite of Liindler
by a third-rate Austrian; an Andante
of no particular merit; a scatterbrained scherzo, and a furiously rushing " tempo di polacca" whose only
achievement has been to earn the
symphony its meaningless appellation: "Polish."

Listen again and again to the
Third. A highly praiseworthy performance by the London. Symphony Orchestra under Albert
Coates (Victor Album 166) is not
listed in the latest catalog; but
there is a superb recording of the
symphony as played by the National Symphony Orchestra under
Hans Kindler (Victor Album 747).
Maybe you will agree with Mr.
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Weinstock's scathing verdict; maybe you will disagree heart and
soul. At any rate, everyone who
wants to talk about Tchaikovsky
and his music should know the
Third-and, incidentally, Mr.
Weinstock's engrossing and authoritative biography of the famous composer.
So much has been written about
Tchaikovsky's Fourth) Fifth) and
Sixth that I shall content myself
at this time with brief discussions
of some of the recordings of those
widely known works. If you want
to hear an exciting performance
of the Fourth) listen to a reading
presented by the Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra under the
able Dimitri Mitropoulos (Columbia Album 468) . If you long
to become acquainted with a reading which is exciting because of
sumptuous tonal beauty and, in
many respects because of its lack
of, shall I say, orthodoxy, then
by all means prick up your ears
with the utmost attentiveness
when you hear the Fourth as
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played by the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski
(Victor Album 88o). I myiel£ prefer the performance by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra under Serge
Koussevitzky (Victor Album 327).
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphians present the Fifth in an
exemplary manner (Victor Album
828). Stokowski is far less unorthodox in his reading of this
work (Victor Album 253) than in
his performance of the Fourth.
An exposition of the Fifth by the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra
under Artur Rodzinski (Columbia Album 406) is excellent in
every way.
In my opinion, Ormandy and
the Philadelphians give the best
recorded presentation of the
strangely potent Sixth (Victor Album 337) .
Tchaikovsky's Manfred) which
is sometimes called a symphony,
is presented in an effective man·
ner by the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra under Fabien
Sevitzky (Victor Album 940).

(TO BE CONTINUED)

RECENT RECORDINGS
RICHARD STRAuss. Tod und Verkliirung (Death and Transfiguration))
Op. 24. The New York City Sym-

phony Orchestra under Leopold
Stokowski.-A new recording of this
magically scored symphonic poem
has been needed for a long time.

Stokowski's reading is filled with
gripping intenseness. Victor Album
1006. $3.68.
CisAR FRANCK. Prelude, Chorale, and

Fugue. Artur Rubinstein, pianist.

A stirring performance of this last-
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ingly beautiful composition. Victor
Album 1004. $2.63.
GEORGE GERSHWIN. Porgy and Bess: A
Symphonic Picture, by Russell Bennett. The Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra under Fabien Sevitzky.
-Mr. Bennett's symphonic picture
based on one of Gershwin's finest
works is fascinating, and Mr. Sevitzky presents it with a high de·
gree of skill. Victor Album 999·
$3.68.
GEORGE GERSHWIN. Rhapsody in Blue.
Jesus Maria Sanroma, pianist, and
the Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler.-A re-issue of an

excellent performance of Gersh·
win's great American classic. Victor
Showpiece Album SP-3. $2 .10.
RELIGIOUS SoNGS SuNG BY J EANETIE
MAcDoNALD. The well-known so·
prano, with the Victor Orchestra
and Chorus under Maximilian Pilzer, sings Lowell Mason's "Nearer,
My God, to Thee"; William
Monk's "Abide with Me"; Georges
Bizet's "Agnus Dei"; Stephen Ad·
ams' "The Holy City"; Cesar
Franck's "0 Lord Most Holy"
("Panis Angelicus) "; and William
Steffe's "The Battle Hymn of the
R epublic." Victor Album 996.
$2.89.

Your Eyes, Night
Your eyes
Your jeweled eyes
Bring memories
Again.
Once more the wine of
Love and laughter
O'erftows my brimming cup,
Full again.
Magic visions
Are brought to me again.
Spring and music
Combine to sing
A symphony.
The eyes of you, night,
Lull me to sleep,
'Midst dreams.
-JANICE PRIES

Bertrum Brooker

~lijeh
So he arose, and went to Zarephath: and when he came to the gate of the city, behold,
the widow woman was there gathering of sticks: and he called to her, and said, "Fetch
me, I pray thee, a little water in a vessel, that I may drink." J Kings xvii, 10

I

Bertrum Brooker

f:lijah
And it came to pass in the mean while, that the heaven was black with clouds and
wind, and there was a great rain, and Ahab rode, and went to Jezreel. I Kings xviii, 45

I

Bertrum Brooker

~lijah
And as he lay and slept under a juniper-tree, behold then, an angel touched him, and
said unto him, " Arise and eat." I Kings xix , 5

I

j

Bercrum Brooker

~lijeh
And he said, "Go forth, and stand upon the mount before the Lord ." And behold,
the Lord passed by, and a great strong wind rent the mountains, and brake in pieces
the rocks before the Lord; but the Lord was not in the wind; and after the wind , an
earthquake; but the Lord was not in the earthquake : I Kings xix , 1 1

I

Butrum Brooktr

Elijah
And after the earthquake, a fire; but the Lord was not in the fire: and afler the fire,
3 still small voice. I Kings xix, 12
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Bertrum Brooker

~lijeh
And it was so, when Elijah heard it, that he wrapped his face in his mantle, and went
out, and stood in the entering in of the cave. And hehold , there came a voice unto him,
and said, "What doest thou here, Elijah?" I Kings xix, 13

Bcrtrum Brooker

~lijah
And Ahab did very abominably in following idols, according to all things as did the
Amorites, whom the Lord cast out before the children of Israel. I Kings xxi, 26
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Bertrum Brooker

~lijah
And it came to pass as they still went on, and talked, that beJ10ld, there appeared a
thariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder; and Elijah went up
by a whirlwind into heaven. And Elisha saw it. II Kings ii, 1 1
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Timely History
WOODROW WILSON AND THE
GREAT BETRAYAL. By Thomas
A. Bailey. The Macmillan Company. New York. 1945. 429 pages.
$3·50.
Woodrow Wilson and the Great
Betrayal Thomas Bailey, Professor
of History at Stanford, has written
a companion volume to his Woodrow
Wilson and the Lost Peace. In Dr.
Bailey are coupled the two prime requisites for the writing of historyan honest respect for the sources and
an excellent literary style.
In the course of his timely book
the author attempts to account for
the failure of the United States to
ratify the Versailles Treaty and to
participate in the League of Nations.
Dr. Bailey attributes our failure to
assume responsibility in international
affairs to:

I
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1) The Liberals-who because of
their perfectionism and their unwillingness to compromise their wholly
unattainable ideals attacked the

Treaty. Outstanding liberal journals
involved in the attack were The New
Republic and Villard's Nation.
2) The Hyphenates-German-Americans, Irish-Americans, Italian-Americans who "were tied to the mother
country by an umbilical hyphen three
thousand miles long." The most important group among these hyphenates were the seven million GermanAmericans. They
. .. hated Wilson for having asked Congress to declare war, and for having
prosecuted the war. They hated him for
having visited a punitive peace on Germany, with its reparations, territorial
excisions, and various humiliations-all
seemingly in violation of the Fourteen
Points.

Especially active in inciting the
!hyphenates were George Sylvester
Viereck and Fiorello H. La Guardia.

3) The Partisans-Republicans
were opposed to the League because
it was a Democrat's brain child. The
Greenville Piedmont was correct
when it said, "The Senate's chief objection to the League idea is that
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Wilson is a Democrat." The Columbus Ohio State journal could well
say:
The attitude of most of us thoughtful
Republicans seems to be that we're mt
alterably opposed to Article X, whether
we know what's in it or not.
4) The Jrreconcilables- McCormick, Moses, Fall, Knox, Brandegee,
Johnson, and Borah were "bitterenders." They were opposed to all
forms of the League, be it Wilson's
or Lodge's. They
... present an almost perfect example
of minority mle .... They would prevent this treaty calamity even though
some eighty per cent of their colleagues
and an overwhelming majority of the
American people favored the League in
some form.
5) Lodge- The personal animosity
betwe_fn Lodge and Wilson coupled
with Lodge's political ambition would
not permit the Senator to effect a
compromise with the President.
6) Wilson-Perhaps the greatest
barrier to the ratification of the
Treaty was the President himself.
His decision to act without "the advice and consent" of the Senate, his
ill-starred "swing around the circle,"
his illness, and the Scotch Covenanter
in him which would not permit him
to yield an inch, all made it impossible for Wilson to lead successfully
a government in which compromise
is so essential.
Woodrow Wilson and the Great
Betrayal is a great book and worthy
of a place in public and private libraries. The index, the informative
bibliography, and the many cartoons
add to its value.

G. I. Journal
PROCEED WITHOUT DELAY. By
Thomas R. St. George. Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, New York. 1945.
181 pages. $2.00.

lT N this war G. I. Joe has found his
1l voice. It is a vigorous, determined,
articulate voice-a voice which demands that it be heard. From every
theater of operations and from every
branch of the armed forces the voice
of G. I. Joe has come back to us in
book form to tell us what G. I. Joe
thinks, feels, and believes. Only a
dull-witted, uninquisitive, unimaginative, or deliberately obtuse civilian
will be deaf to this voice, for this is
the voice of the future. Those who
speak will decide the fate of our nation-and of the world.
G. I. Joe's language is r~ugh, his
humor is ribald, and his outlook on
life is often flauntingly and distressingly devil-may-care. Generally speaking, he gives little thought to literary
style or polished phrases. He is intensely preoccupied with the hunger, the
boredom, the terrible weariness; the
longing for home, and the endless,
enervating fear which make up the ·
life of fighting men everywhere. It
would, however, be a serious mistake
to assume that Joe does nothing more
than clown or cuss or gripe his way
through a long and bitter war. Proceed Without Delay forcefully illustrates the scope of the enlisted man's
reaction to the grim business in which
he is engaged. In the preface to the
book Sergeant Thomas R. St. George
says:
I've had, since July, 1943, the rather
unique opportunity of seeing a great
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deal of this much-discussed theater, the
Southwest Pacific. From one end to the
other, from Sydney to Cape Gloucester,
from the very best to the very worst.
What I saw, what I did, what happened
to me-those are the things I've written
about. Where views are expressed, they
are those generally held by very ordinary
GI's.. . . Some of the things I saw (and
some of the things I did, even, since
July, 1943) will probably shock sundry
mothers, wives, and sweethearts. That's
tough. It broke my heart to learn there
wasn't any Santa Claus.
Sergeant St. George's travels took
him from Sydney to Townsville, Port
Moresby, Salamaua, and finally to
Leyte. He spent his stay in Sydney
in a nineteen-hours-a-day program
"of the time consuming process of
forgetting care and gloom." He
sweated and shook through a bout
with malaria, the "occupational disease of the Southwest Pacific." At
Hollandia he witnessed the arrival
of the first Southwest Pacific unit of
the WAC. Enemy air raids on Port
Moresby and the gruelling task of
establishing and holding a beachhead
on Leyte brought to Sergeant St.
George the realization that, at long
last, he knew what h e was fighting
for.
I had learned to hate the Japanese.
At first when I came ' overseas I did not
particularly hate the Japanese. I seldom
thought about them. I knew no J apanese; they'd none of them done anything
to me. I found it much easier to hate a
number of our own NCO's. Well , that's
all changed. I've crouched and quivered
in too many wet holes while bombs
moaned somewhere in the darkness
above. I've been soaking wet too many
times. I've spent too many sleepless, fearfilled nights.
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We've all spent too many fear-filled
nights. Anybody who has been through
this war down here in these Godforsaken
places feels that way. Or, I suppose,
through the war anywhere. And especially the infantry; nothing that any government can ever do will begin to repay
these men.
The added combat pay they receive
is like offering the carnival employee
who dodges baseballs an extra sawbuck
to do the same thing in a shooting gallery.
Like its predecessor, cjo Postmaster
-which sold more than a half-million
copies in 1943-Proceed Without Delay is illustrated and enlivened by the
author's graphic and amusing cartoons.

Old Stuff
REPRIEVE. By Warwick Deeping.
Dial Press, New York. 1945. 274
pages. $2.50.
theme of Warwick Deeping's
T
latest book is neither new nor
novel. A prosperous, middle-aged
HE

English businessman is told that he
has, at best, only six months to live.
Valentine Brown accepts this verdict
quietly and decides to spend the brief
time remaining to him in travel.
Without regret he leaves his selfish,
shrewish wife and his stupid, unloving children and embarks on a Cook's
Tour of the Continent. On the very
first leg of his journey he meets a
beautiful young woman. Sybil Burnside is charming, serene, intelligent,
and understanding. In addition, she
is just beginning to worry a little
because, as she occasionally tells herself, "in eight years, my dear, you'll
be forty, and getting pinched about
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the mouth and the nose and the emotions."
Need one go on? Even a novice
could predict the outcome-a love
affair, the amazing discovery that a
famous Harley Street diagnostician
and a reliable X-ray specialist had
found a cancer where there was no
cancer, the complete regeneration of
Valentine's son and daughter, and, in
due time, the convenient demise of
his stubborn and possessive wife. It
was her liver, poor dear. Sybil and
Valentine are married, the stigma is
lifted from their small son, and everyone is clearly destined to live happily
ever after. Not even the animal world
is overlooked in a final effulgence
of love and felicity; for the first Mrs.
Brown's not-inconsiderable estate
"was to be divided equally between a
Home for Lost Dogs and the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals."
Mr. Deeping has turned out more
novels than you can count on your
fingers and toes. He has had a large
following of admiring readers for
many years. This in spite of the fact
that .t he outpourings from his prolific
pen are wholly undistinguished.

Lanny Budd Once More
DRAGON HARVEST. By Upton
Sinclair. The Viking Press, New
York. 1945. 703 pages. 3.00.
who used to be
an extraordinarily able novelist
and has always been a redoubtable
champion of the tenets to which he
holds, has written another big volume in the well-known Lanny Budd
series. Dragon Harvest is a better

U

PTON SINCLAIR,

book than its immediate predecessors..
Has Mr. Sinclair given thought carefully and conscientiously to recent
critical estimates of his novels? Has
he agreed with those who stated that
the quality of his workmanship had
begun to reveal unmistakable signs
of degeneration, and did he make up
his mind to show in Dragon Harvest
that his style of story-telling, which
had vigorous simplicity and directness in days gone by, could, by dint
of special effort, be made to recapture
some of the salient characteristics of
its old self?
At any rate, Dragon Harvest proves
conclusively that Mr. Sinclair is still
capable of unbottling much of the
trenchancy that went into The jungle. Beginning with the troubled and
confused world-situation which existed immediately after Adolf Hitler
had pocketed a significant victory at
Munich and ending in Paris after the
Nazis had established the New Order
in the metropolis of the fallen Third
Republic, Dragon Harvest deals compendiously, explicitly, pointedly,
graphically, and well-nigh exhaustively with trends and events which
have shaken the globe to its very
foundations. Lanny Budd continues
to be the main character. As an art
expert he has the ear of the mighty
and the wealthy in France, Britain,
Germany, and the United States. At
the same time he is a secret agent for
Franklin D. Roosevelt. He is shrewd,
circumspect, and highly successful;
but wealth and prominence have not
caused him to forget those who suffer
unspeakable tortures of mind and
body because an arrogant little
Fuhrer, determined to have his way
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in the world, is throwing his weight
around and is doing his best to grind
every vestige of opposition into the.
dust of the earth. As a matter of fact,
Lanny, who, for the purpose of ferreting out valuable information, pretends to be in sympathy with fascism,
uses his extensive earnings to help
those· upon whom the FiJ.hrer has
heaped suffering without end.
There is a wealth of recent history
in Dragon Harvest. Numerous characters, both real and fictional, are
seen and heard in its many pages.
The reader meets Winston Churchill,
President Roosevelt, the Duke and
the Duchess of Windsor, Hitler, Hermann Goring, Rudolf Hess, Henry
Ford, Father Coughlin, Gerald L. K.
Smith, Marshal Petain, and a host
of other personages, both famous and
infamous. The narrative flows smoothly, and, as a rule, is packed with
excitement. Dragon Hamest is not
fine literature, nor is it, as some have
stated, a mere compilation of data
and opinions dug out of a card index.
It is a book decidedly worth reading.

Partial Picture
THESE ARE THE RUSSIANS. By
Richard E. Lauterbach. Harper
and Brothers, New York. 1945. 368
pages. $3.00.
HIS

Moscow correspondent for

T Time and Life has much to say
about the Russian people and their
way of life in the U.S.S.R. that we
haven't read anywhere else, but very
little about communism itself. That
seems to be the safe way of reporting
Russia today. He introduces us to
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people of high degree and low, party
members and leaders and non-Communists, heroes and obscure. He
guides us through besieged Leningrad
and stricken Odessa. He opens up for
us the vast new developments beyond
the Volga. He reports the tremendous
task of rehabilitation and reconstruction that confronts the Soviet Union.
He investigated thoroughly the new
"freedom of worship" granted to the
Russian people. He was present at
the Kharkov trials and saw the horror
of Maidenek. He lets the Russians
tell us what they fear most in their
international relationships. And as
he closes he asks, "What's in it for
us?" i.e. to maintain cordial relations
with Soviet Russia. His answer is:
Everythingi-After reading his book
we are inclined to agree with him.
Richard Lauterbach has indeed
given us the Russian people.
Throughout his book the spirit of
the people, the leaders and the led,
blows like a strong fresh wind. He
writes objectively-perhaps too much
so. He avoids the comparisons of
William White, which incensed the
Russians so much. He may be leaving
unsaid much that ought to be said to
make the picture complete. N evertheless, judging what he has written,
our verdict is: good reporting, good
writing and good reading.
He makes a point of reporting,
again objectively, but not critically,
the religious attitude among the people. It is not hopeful. The majority
of the Soviet leaders are not antireligious. They are un-religious. Science is their religion; its achievements their pride; its development
their hope and object. Perhaps the '
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relaxed restrictions will help to win
for religion a vital place in the lives
of the Russians. But if it ever becomes necessary for the Church to
criticize the state, its freedom is gone.
Can any other religion than that
which reserves the right to offer such
criticism, if justified, do any good?
That is one of the unwritten chapters in this book that must be written
to give us the whole picture.

Social Science at Its Best
THE GOVERNING OF MEN. By
Alexander H. Leighton. Princeton
University Press, Princeton. 1945.
404 pages. $3·75·
OSTON,

the Japanese Relocation

Center on the hot and barren
P
desert near Parker, Arizona, was administered by the Office of Indian Affairs. Since John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, had regularly utilized the assistance of cultural
anthropologists and other social scientists in the Office of Indian Affairs,
he continued that practice in the administration of Poston by securing
the services of Lieutenant Commander Alexander Leighton of the
Naval Reserve.
Leighton came to Poston with a
rich and varied background which
fitted him well for his task. After
graduating from Princeton and Cambridge, he entered Johns Hopkins
Medical School. Upon graduation he
entered the fields of psychiatry and
social anthropology, working among
the Navaho Indians and the Eskimos,
later serving as consultant to the Office of Indian Affairs. He also came to
Poston with three objectives:

1. To aid the administration by analyzing the attitudes of the evacuees with
particular reference to their responses
to administrative acts and to draw practical conclusions as to what worked
well, what did not work so well, and
why.
2. To gather data of a general character that might be of value in the administration of dislocated communities
in occupied areas.
3· To train field workers of Japanese
ancestry in social analysis so that they
could be helpful in occupied areas in
the Pacific, during or after the war.
There were three basic types of Internees at Poston. The Issei, who
were Japanese-born, were divided in
their loyalty. Some wanted Japan to
win the war, but at the same time
they disliked seeing the land of their
adoption lose. The Nisei were American-born and American-reared. While
their faith in American civil liberties
had been justifiably shaken, their loyalty to the United States was deep
and abiding. The Kibei were born
in the United States but educated in
Japan. They had little in common
:with either the Issei or the Nisei.
However, the majority of the evacuees were "American citizens against
whom no charge of individual guilt"
had been lodged.
With these diverse groups the administration of the Center attempted
to deal. The efficiency of the administration was lessened by marked differences of attitude among the administrators. The "people-minded"
staff members considered the evacuees
"people first and Japanese secondarily." To the "stereotype-minded" staff
members the evacuees were "Japanese
first and people secondarily." These
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divergent attitudes conditioned administration. The first type of staff
member considered Poston an experiment in democracy under crisis;
to the latter Poston was a type of
concentration camp.
The Governing of Men is social
science at its best. Leighton objectively describes the racial tension on
the west coast which was an important factor in bringing about wholesale evacuation. He dispassionately
outlines the deprivations which American citizens of Japanese birth suffered during the evacuation. The dissension and the strike at Poston are
chronicled with a sober respect for
facts.
The author concludes his study
with thirty-five recommendations
based on his observations at the Relocation Center. The entire book,
but especially the recommendations,
can be read with profit by every administrator, be he factory foreman,
college president, pastor, school su·
perintendent, or the administrator of
an occupied territory.
Excellent photography and an ap·
pendix which describes the history
of the research project and the techniques used enhance the value of this
important book.

Through Indian Eyes
HOME TO INDIA. By Santha Rama
Rau. Harper & Bros., New York.
1945. 236 pages. $2.50.
iss
and her sister returned
to India for a visit after ten
M
years in England and found that beRAU

cause of the war they could not go
back to resume their studies. These
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teen·age girls were confronted with
the problem of becoming Indians
again and of becoming acquainted
with their own country. Bombay, the
home of their strict Brahmin grandparents, was their first stop, one
which nonplussed them. Then followed a series of yisits to New Delhi,
where Uncle Shivan and his Viennese
wife lived, and a trip to their ancestral home in Kashmir. Wherever
they traveled the Rau sisters saw how
much India needed help.
Ten years in England had made
Santha and Premila unconsciously
consider themselves English. Imagine
the awkward situations, then, when
they returned to their native land.
Signs which read, "No Indians Allowed" were meant for them. They
found their English friends decidedly
cooler and realized they could not enter the British clubs to which they
were invited by their newly-arrived
friends.
On the other hand, Miss Rau
found that her British accent caused
her own countrymen to treat her
with distrust. Her contemporaries
were all working hard for India,
which often took the form of being
sent to internment camps-by prearrangement with the Congress Party.
Her parents' friends were devoting
all their time, without compensation,
to educating and caring for some of
the many people who needed help.
Although Premila adjusted her life
with little trouble, Santha continued
to wonder what her place was.
Home to India presents a novel
facet of the Indian situation, as it is
so lamely called. It occurs to me
that of the many kinds of aid men-
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tioned in this book, the totally destitute received little. The day nurseries
were for the workers' children, and
the classes for mothers were evidently
conducted for the villagers and for
the workers' wives in the city. But
perhaps Miss Rau does not employ
the word "untouchable" which the
occidentals use so often.
Much material in this book will
be considered controversial. It is intensely interesting to contrast the
pro-British-or perhaps "pro-Wavell''
would be more accurate-views of
Time with this book by an educated
Indian woman of the upper class. Ac"
cording to Miss Rau the Hindu.
Moslem antagonism is greatly magni,
lied, and a nurtured British product.
But do not get the impression that
this book is an intense dose of Indian politics. It is rather an absorbing story of a glamorous Indian life,
with its expensive saris, a bedroom
inhabited by pigeons, consulting the
stars for the story of one's life, and a
beautiful, witty mother.

are early events in World War II.
Aptly the third word in the titlt
plays a leading role. Two heart at·
tacks dominate the outcome, and
throughout we have a frank, x-ray
picture of heartbeats which seek the
answer to the eternal question whether it is wrong to let oneself be
swayed by personal feelings in a
love affair when the world is tottering on the brink of destruction and
suffering is universal. The implied
answer of Molnar is, love while you
can and disregard consequences.
There is no artistic excuse for this
kind of case-history naturalism! Not
only the hero-an anonymous emigre
journalist of 52 whose diary-like record constitutes the novel-but every
character is steeped in fear, sex, and
a sense of doom. On the European
train, on board the liner Rex, and in
New York city, we meet the bewitching dancer and seamstress Edith Gaal
(as Mrs. Knopfler, later, she has this
journal published) , the Budapest actor Pali Maybaum, the night-club
JANET STEBEN BARTH
proprietors Petrovitch and Bauer, the
Viennese doctor Andrew Knopfler,
and the costume designer Richard
Wasted Writing!
FAREWELL MY HEART. A novel Horvath. All are fleeing from Hitler's
by Ferenc Molnar, translated by Europe. Even Mrs. Hilda Cole, whom
the narrator marries, proves to have
Elinor Rice. Simon and Schuster.
a shadowed past. Hypnotic is the
New York. 1945. 212 pages. $2.00.
word for Edith's strange attraction;
HIS is the psychological love storyr
perhaps that is why the writer really
of go days .in the private lives of cannot offer a convincing story, and
two war-warped persons whose emo- why the one truly effective scene deals
tions are displayed in worldly man- with the feelings of a man under an
ner. The characters and situations, · oxygen tent when he has pneumonia,
we are assured, are wholly fictional., i.e. not when he is passionately in
Constantly in the background, em.. love.
phasized by snatches of introspection
The Hungarian author is famous
and by flashy newspaper headlines,
in America for such hit plays as The

T
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Swan, Liliom, and The Guardsman.
In Europe he was equally well known
as novelist, short story writer, and
war correspondent. He is now in the
United States, awaiting final citizenship papers.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

More on the Nazis
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF THE
MASTER RACE: A Documentary
Play. By Bertolt Brecht. English
Version and An Essay on the work
by Eric Russell Bentley. New Directions, New York. 1944. 140 pp.
$2-50.
play is made up of seventeen
short scenes from the series of
T
twenty-eight in Brecht's Furcht und
HIS

Elend des dritten Reiches. The scenes
show the progress of fear and misery
in Germany from Hitler's seizure of
power in 1933 to the invasion of
Austria in 1938. The play was finished in 1941, and the scenes are
framed by the recurrent appearance
or sound of a Panzer, filled with
white-faced Germans on their way
to other countries to spread the
misery of the New Order that they
themselves suffer from.
The scenes present all classes of society except the very wealthy. A worker is seen in agony of conscience from
having been frightened into betraying a neighbor. A group of servants
and a worker are seen being plied
for information by an S.A. man. One
of the most poignant incidents is
that involving four prisoners in
Oranienburg who belong to different
political groups, which failed to combine against Hitler while they were
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still able to do so; threatened with
torture, they unite to share it rather
than betray any one of their number,
but their unity is now too late to
avail. In another scene, workers are
allowed to broadcast, but their statements are given false emphasis or
broken off entirely by the clever Nazi
announcer. Two physicists who wish
to correspond with Einstein must proceed by means of shorthand. In "A
Jewish Wife," which has been produced separately as a one-act play,
the wife leaves the country after seeing her husband disintegrate under
the neighbors' disapproval.
"In Search of Justice" shows a
judge going through mental torment
that is grotesquely comic, as he attempts to find a solution to a case in- ,
volving a Jew that will be acceptable
to the conflicting interests of two different Nazi groups. "The Informer"
presents the terrible situation of antiNazi parents of the educated class
fearing at every moment that their
little son will inform on them. Then
there are scenes in which a pastor
dare not give a dying man the word
of hope he desires because the man's
son, a Nazi, is standing by; in which
the husband of a young pregnant
wife is betrayed by a rambling remark
of her half-crazed old mother; and in
which a former Nazi hangs himself.
The series ends with a family of
workers listening to a letter from a
condemned man urging the living to
resist.
The technique used in the play,
the translator points out, is one which
Brecht and some others consider the
most appropriate for our time. It is
called epic theater, and is at the op-
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posite extreme from the "well-made
play," with its single set of characters, its suspense and climax. Epic
theater combines stage presentation
with the multiplicity of incident characteristic of the epic form . There are
many sets of characters, and no supreme climax is reached. Furthermore, Brecht aims at less theatrical
trance and empathy on the part of
the audience. Instead, he tries to introduce a certain "distance" between
the audience and the action. The action is studied more objectively. For
example, in the second scene, a worker presents to the S.A. man his true
views on Nazism, but he sets these
views at a second remove by pretending to be play-acting. The Jewish
wife rehearses h er farewell to h er
husband several times, through telephone conversations and monolog,
with the result that when the actual
farewell takes place, the few words
that each speaks seem unreal, while
the true significance of the farewell
is at that time unspoken.
Brecht, once number 5 man on the
Nazi black list, fled from Germany
in 1933. Since that time he has been
writing plays and poetry and making
broadcasts to the German people.

Dreary Novel
IT'S A FREE COUNTRY. By Ben
Ames Williams. Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston. 1945. 130 pages.

$1.75.
HIS

book is of the Little Man

T What Now era, published at least
ten years too late. The dreary little
novel tells the sad history of Eddie
and Lena, who started ou t with a

shotgun marriage, a farm and $20,
ooo. The future looked rosy. But
Gramp had prophesied to Eddie:
"This girl, now, she'll marry you. I'm
sorry for her, Eddie. You'll be good to
her, good as you know how; but she'll
have it hard and harder. Wouldn't surprise me any if she drowned hersell
some day."
Gramp was almost entirely right.
Lena had married Eddie instead of
going to Normal school. Then the
babies came in fast succession, and in
five years Lena was the thin, tired
woman her mother had been. Eddie
just could not make good. He became
ugly-tempered and took to the bottle
as a means of reassurance. His personality became a millstone, as Gramp
had thought it would, and this tragic
flaw made everything go the wrong
way.
The oldest daughter, Lenora, was
the only light in her parents' life,
and Lena stole from the others to
keep Lenora beautiful and to provide
money for college. But Lenora reverted to type. Then one day as she
was awaiting the arrival of her child,
h er mother crept up behind her with
a hammer.
Eddie said:
"Cripes, Mama, what did you go and
do that for?"
No, she couldn't tell him .
"'Because I . . . . . . . ... well wanted
to! "
Eddie dropped his head in his hands,
sobbing. She saw tears leak through his
fingers.
After a while he raised his head,
scrubbed at his eyes with his hands,
straightened wearily. What could he say?
"Well, O.K., Mama. I guess it's a free
country."
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On this beautiful note the book
ends. I leave the decision about the
tone of the book and its worth to
the reader.

More Than a Textbook
UNDERSTANDING DRAMA. By
Cleanth Brooks and Robert R.
Heilman. Henry Holt and Co.,
New York. 1945. 515 pages. $2.25.
HIS

kind of commentary-anthol-

ogy has much in its favor because
T
it is direct, specific, and effective. It
combines analytical study of one literary form with a collection of eight
significant plays that range from the
simple morality to the complex modern drama. Each play is presented in
entirety, and is discussed from a critical point of view, with brief analyses
of several other dramas.
The plays are The Twin Menaechmi by Plautus, Everyman (author
unknown), H enry IV, Part I by
Shakespeare, The London Merchant
by George Lillo, The Way of the
World by William Congreve, The
School for Scandal by Richard Brinsley Sheridan, Lady Windermere's
Fan by Oscar Wilde, and Rosmersholm by Henrik Ibsen. Since a Latin
comedy is presented in English, why
is no Greek tragedy (in translation)
included? This seems to me a serious
oversight.
The discussion parts give specific
criticisms which are at once a summary of dramatic principles in the
various types of world drama, and an
introduction to the study of drama.
Thus, e.g., drama is compared with
other literary forms; a definite short
story and a certain poem are used by
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way of illustration. ,Dialogue is explained, and differentiated from ordinary conversation. The relation of
action to character and setting is
emphasized. A useful glossary of dramatic and critical terms is included,
as are also a digest of Aristotle's dicta
and a brief historical sketch of the
development of drama as an art
form. A detailed index is a boon.
The authors-editors are on the
faculty of Louisiana State University.
In this volume they use the method
of approach earlier employed in
Brooks and Warren's Understanding
Poetry and the later Understanding
FictiO'TL. This book is best compared
with The Enjoyment of Drama by
Milton Marx, which discusses thirteen plays as an i"ntroduction to the
reading and study of drama, but does
not reprint complete texts of any
plays analyzed. No critics will agree
on the choice of plays in books like
Understanding Drama (in my drama
classes this problem of selection provides interesting discussion of standards). When, however, the analyses
not only illuminate the respective
plays but dramatic theory as well,
then the device is-as here-worth·
while.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Sound Approach
UNDERSTANDING THE CHILD.
By Alfred Schmieding. Concordia
Publishing House, St. Louis. 1945.
186 pages. $1.50.
you have ever wondered what
the symbol I. Q. meant-or wanted to know more about the causes
and treatment of stuttering-or were·
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This fine selection of stories is very
well edited. It is divided into three
sections. The first of these sections,
"Sunrise," deals with the lives of the
very young. The second, "The Great
Mountains," tells of late childhood
and early adolescence, and the third,
"Early Spring," is concerned for the
most part with the tender loves of
late adolescence. Mr. Burnett has
written a very charming "Foreword"
and has also given a short biographi- ·
cal sketch of each contributor. Anyone who has read Time To Be Young
will want to give the anthology a permanent place in his library.
PATIERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH

Pleasant Reading
THE HAPPY TIME. By Robert
Fontaine. Simon and Schuster.
New York. 1945. 269 pages. $2.50.
HE HAPPY TIME

never quite ful-

T fills the promises made for it. According to the publisher's blurbs, the
book will introduce the reader to as
oddly assorted a family as could be
found in Canada some twenty years
ago. It is true that the family is composed of strange creatures, but, because their oddities are too bizane
they never quite come to life. Uncle
Louis, having suffered the bite of a
butterfly, lies in a perpetually moribund state sipping white wine from
his water cooler. Uncle Felix, addicted to the reading of Sunday supplements, misquotes and misconstrues
every popular article on psychology
that falls into his hands and arrives
at some mighty startling conclusions.
Uncle Desmond's pallor is the result
of hours spent in the murky r~cesses

of burlesque theatres, whence he goes
merely to enlarge his collection of
fancy garters.
When Mr. Fontaine leaves his peculiar relatives alone and writes of
his immediate family-his ebullient
French-Canadian father and his practical Presbyterian mother-he is much
more convincing. For these two remarkable people, as seen through the
eyes of their growing son, are real,
sympathetic people with only the
more conventional human weaknesses.
But it is with the Boy himself that
the reader becomes most intimately
acquainted. The Boy tells the story
of his growing years, from his first
conscious contact with the Infinite to
his abrupt awakening into reality, in
a simple and often very amusing
way. The reader is almost as disappointed as the Boy when the cleverly
devised plan of stealing the hired
girl's nightgowns fails to bring about
the desired result. The Boy's great
love for his father can easily be understood, for Papa defies not only
the conventions of Ottawa, but also
the displeasure of his beloved wife
and the wrath of the elements to
take his small son to a Sunday baseball game. The affair of the unjust
school teacher, the smutty note, and
Mama's fall from the pedestal is,
however, old, trite, and painful.
There are some passages in the
book that may shock the literal-minded, but anyone with a sense of the
ridiculous can certainly pass a few
pleasant hours reading The Happy
Time. Although Robert Fontaine
does not, as his publishers claim,
write like a "mischievous Anglo-
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French angel," he does write well.
His use throughout the book of the
translated French idiom is often
quaint and amusing, but sometimeii
it is just too cute.
PATTERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH

Sordid Book
COMING HOME. By Lester Cohen.
The Viking Press. New York. 1945.
378 pages. $2-75·
Marine begins a family without
benefit of the clergy just before
going overseas. Upon his return he
finds that the mother of his child has
been violated by the political boss of
the neighborhood. In avenging her
honor he uncovers a vast cesspool of
criminal politics that reaches into
high society. The setting for all this
is Pittsburgh, the rough and tumble
steel-town, whose soot and grime only
covers up a greater ugliness. Undoubtedly there are characters such
as people Cohen's book in every large
city, but we see no object in unco~ering their filth and slime. In
these pages rape and fraud and dishonesty and murder are all punished
one way or another. But the adultery
with which the story begins is not
quite so reprehensible in the author's
view. And the hero ultimately finds
it convenient to make a business alliance with the steel king, whose dealings with the enemy before Pearl
Harbor gave them the invention that
killed his own son, to mention but
one of .the crimes for which he was
responsible. We maintain that if sin
and sordidness must be brought into
a story, it ought to be condemned in
hero and villain alike. Furthermore,
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if a book cannot be written without
sprinkling its pages with the profanity and blasphemy that are found
in Coming Home, then it ought
not to be written. Nor did we appreciate Cohen's subtle underplaying
of religion wherever he found it necessary to refer to it.
The Apostle Paul said of those
things with which this book so garrulously abounds: "It is a shame even
to speak of those things which are
done of them in secret." That's good
enough for us. All in all this book deserves no better place than the drug
store lending library, whose books
usually are no more than a collection
of pornography.

Pioneers
MEN WHO BUILT THE WEST.
By Arthur Amos Hardy. The Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho. 1945.
216 pages plus index. $3.00.
RTHUR AMOS CARTER, student

A and historian of the West, has

gathered together in these pages
many of the colorful heroes who
played a great part in developing the
vast western territory of the U. S. A.
Beginning with Coronado in the 16th
Century and his search for the Seven
Cities of gold, he covers each separate
era down to the early 2oth Century.
There were the pathfinders who first
began to explore the untracked wilds
beyond the Mississippi-Lewis and
Clark, Zebulon Pike and Stephen
Long. Then came the trappers, David
Thompson, Jedidiah Smith, Jim Bridger, Bill Williams, "Uncle Dick"
Wootten and others. Trail blazers
like Kit Carson and Thomas Fitzpat-
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rick are given separate chapters. Life cate and genteel mother. The father,
in the early forts, the passing of the constantly looking for "greener pasbuffalo, the unique experiment with tures," brought the family from Engcamels in the south-west are all dealt land to Kansas during the last half
with in interesting detail. The long of the nineteenth century. After setcattle drives on the Abilene, Ogal- tling for a time in Median, Kansas,
lala and other trails and the life of the family moved on, but young
the cowboys are another colorful . Jonathan stayed in Median to open
a school and to make his own way in
chapter in a by-gone day. The freightthe world. He remained in Median
ers on the Santa Fe Trail, the gold
rush and the pony express are similar the rest of his life, became the town's
milestones in American history.
most prominent citizen, and enjoyed
the distinction of having a public
The author has offered a wealth
building named in his honor.
of interesting detail, particularly to
T he novel is a chronicle of conthose living in the west to whom
many names and places are already flicts. Jonathan's Oedipus complex
familiar. The book is written for ju- brought him into conflict with his
nior highschool students, therefore in father. His mother's almost constant
simple style. Many pictures and maps pregnancy and Jonathan's inability
and an index add considerably to the to understand her willingness to folvalue of the book. But when we were low the worthless father to the ends
finished we wondered just who was of the earth heightened the conflict.
the most important and the most
After his private school had been
glamorous character in this glamor- taken over by the town and he had
ous era of western history. The au- been made principal of the public
thor used so many superlatives about school, his relationships with his
board were marked by constant strife.
each one in turn that it became raThe strife reached its climax when
ther bewildering.
Jonathan resigned after the school
board had overruled his refusal to
Late Summer Reading
permit
vocational courses.
THE TOWNSMAN. An American
While Goodliffe and his wife lived
Novel. By John Sedges. The John
Day Company. New York. 1945. together amicably, their marriage was
Jacking in mental, spiritual, and bio384 pages. $2.75·
logical affinity. His wife, whom he
HE author, John Sedges, writing
married after a more comely woman
under a pseudonym, gives no rejected him, never acquired any apbiographical information except to preciation of her husband's ideals. As
say that The Townsman "grew out a result their marriage degenerated
oF an intimate family background into a sort of tired friendship.
and experience."
The Townsman is definitely not
The Townsman is the story of the great American novel, but it
Jonathan Goodliffe, the son of a serves as an interesting piece of ligh t
lusty and feckless father and a deli- summer reading.
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Poetic Omnibus
THE POETRY OF FREEDOM.
Edited by William Rose Benet and
Norman Cousins. Random House,
New York. 1945. 8o6 pages. $3.00.
gathering together poems from
B some
forty·eight different counY

tries and from every age of history,
the editors have attempted to demonstrate the geographical and historical
extent of man's struggle against despotism. Furthermore, they have attempted to show the many different
emphases that have characterized this
struggle; different ages, different
countries, different men have resented different aspects of despotism.
Some, while attacking at one point,
have accepted as unavoidable or even
desirable certain bonds whid1 have
irked others. The collection is designed to be educational and inspirational.
But how effective is a compilation
of this sort? In the first place, a large
collection of poems dealing with any
single idea soon proves palling. Then,
since the "message" is the chief criterion for inclusion, the book contains
many second - and third-rate poems.
Even the first-rate poems do not appear to advantage, for they are not
read against the background of the
writer's whole thought or the ideology of the period. Furthermore, many
excellent passages have been excerpted from the play or poem of which
they were climactic parts, so that they
have the meaninglessness of a mountain-peak without the mountain. As
for the numerous translated poems,
lacking the idiom and associations
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out of which they grew, they tend to
sound tawdry.
In regard to this particular compilation, one may question certain
choices. In the English section, for
example, where is Blake's
I will not cease from Mental fight
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand,
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant Land.
Where is Shelley's "This, like thy
glory, Titan! . . ."?
Since the editors have gathered
these poems together, however, the
reader must commend them for their
catholicity. They have included works
from nations that are at present our
military enemies. They have also included poems expressing conflicting
political and conflicting religious ideologies. They have shown the desire
for liberty strengthening men in both
pride and compassion. But the poems
need to be understood against their
respective backgrounds.

Pious Platitudes
A

DYNAMIC WORLD ORDER.
By Rt. Rev. Msgr. Donald A. MacLean, A.M., S.T.L., Ph.D. The
Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaukee. 1945. 235 pages. $2.50.

Associate
M Professor MACLEAN,
of Ethics at Catholic
ONSIGNOR

University of America and author of
several books on social and political
questions, has made no important
contribution to the literature on a
new world order with his Dynamic
World Order. A part of the Roman
Catholic Science and Culture Series
edited by the Jesuit Joseph llusslein,
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the book is largely a collection of
pious generalities on world peace buttressed by numerous quotations from
the writings of various popes. As one
reads the book, he receives the impression that only the wearer of the
triple tiara has in times past denounced chauvinistic nationalism,
asked that the rights of minority peoples be protected, urged free access
to airways, championed the rights of
labor, and generally taken a stand
for righteousness, justice, and truth_
The chapter on Minority Rights is
especially interesting.
The protection of minority religious
rites or customs has been 'one of the
constant features of modern treaties.
Even the Church itself energetically protects the minority rites and customs
within the Church. The Greek, Coptic,
Ruthenian, and other rites have been
assiduously protected by Canon Law and
by Papal administration throughout the
world . . . . If governments everywhere
were to safeguard meticulously the cultural, political as well as the religious
rights of minorities, many serious crises
and clashes would be obviated while the
welfare of national and international

"Beauty

IS

community would be automatically enhancedThis paragraph makes the reviewer
wonder whether Monsignor MacLean
is familiar with the history of his own
church and with the current persecution of Protestant minority groups in
the Latin American countries.
Now and then the author sounds a
note which strikes a responsive chord
in our heart.
To love our neighbor as we love ourself is the basic Gospel law, beyond
which Christ pointed out that still
higher ideal we have mentioned before,
of loving our neighbor as Christ loved
us. True love of the neighbor, grounded
on the love of God will engender in all
men a new spirit, a spirit which will
guarantee the honor and well-being of
all nations and minority groups, while
at the same time satisfying the vital
needs and insuring the legitimate rights
of all.
MacLean has a fine style. The book
carries a detailed index and a valuable appendix. Careful proof reading would have observed mis-num·
bered foot-notes.

truth, truth beauty."
-KEATS.
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
----------------~~~--------------------

and of the Tennessee Valley Authority is encouraging evidence that the
increased governmental control, necessarily imposed upon a democratic
society, need not degenerate into a
soulless totalitarianism nor yet into a
bungling bureaucracy. His account of
the community initiative displayed
by the town of Elmo, Washington, in
planning its economic future charts
a new course for many a community
willing to work intelligently for the
common good.
Stuart Chase has written a helpful
survey for all who do not believe
that democratic methods can survive
in the power age. Many of the chapters of this book originally appeared
in shorter form in The Reader's Digest.

MEN AT WORK
By Stuart Chase. Harcourt, Brace
and Co., New York. 1945. 146
pages. $2 .00.
HIS book is subtitled "Some DemMethods for the Power
Age." Its main thesis is that we must
not forget that people are not machines like those they operate in our
highly industrialized civilization. In
this mechanical age, this conveyor-belt
era, we are in danger of forgetting
that people are human beings-social
human beings, if you please, and their
individuality must be taken into account if we are to enjoy their highest
efficiency and cooperation.
His report on the Hawthorne Studies at Western Electric in Chicago,
on the development of Labor-Management Committees, on the three
great TWI (Training Within Industry) projects of the War Manpower
Commission-JR (Job Relations Program), JI (]9b Instruction Program),
and JM (Job Management Program)
are all hopeful symbols of progress in
this complex period of transition. His
story of the Social Security Board,
of the Farm Security Administration

T ocratic

MUSIC FOR FUN
By Sigmund Spaeth. Circle Books.
The Blakiston Company, Philadelphia. 1945. 259 pages. Sixty-nine
cents.
(.'I IGMUND

notoriety as a tune detective, believes
with all his heart that music exists
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SPAETH, who has gained

0 much fame and some innocuous
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in the world for the purpose of dispensing pleasure and edification.
There is no dusty dryness in his approach to the tonal art. It is Dr.
Spaeth's conviction that almost everyone-even many of those who seem
to be tone-deaf and might imagine
that they are utterly unable to distinguish between "Turkey in the
Straw" and "Old Black Joe"-can
learn to enjoy music and, to a certain
extent, to make music. His book
shows that the rudiments of harmony
and some measure of ability to play
the piano, the ukelele, the mouth
harp, the drum, the kazoo, and other
instruments is by no means beyond
the reach of many of those who have
not had the benefit of formal training. Music for Fun points out that
"there are endless opportunities for
musical games and diversions in
whiCh all can take part." In addition,
the author gives his own lists of music which is "very easy on the ear,"
"fairly easy on the ear," "a bit demanding on the ear," and "the real
thing." He has many fascinating
things to say about composers, the
creative urge, jazz and swing, and
America's musical problem. In conclusion, there is a thought-provoking
chapter entitled "The Proof of the
Pudding." Music for Fun is, in reality, loaded with fun.

NEW CHUM
By John Masefield. The Macmillan
Company, New York. 1945. 268
pages. $2.50.
you have an adolescent boy in
your family, buy this book for
him.

I
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In New Chum John Masefield,
poet, playwright, and essayist, recreates for us a period from his boyhood when he served as an apprentice on HMS Conway, the famous
training ship for England's me~chant
fleet.
Poet Laureate Masefield served as
a "chum" or new cadet on the Conway a half century ago. The accounts
of the brutalities and kindnesses
which Masefield experienced, the
peculiar type of learning to which
he was exposed, and the charactermolding discipline to which he was
subject will absorb a boy for several hours.

FROM D-DAY THROUGH
VICTORY IN EUROPE
Edited by Paul Hollister and Robert Strusky. Published by the Columbia Broadcasting Co., New
York. 1945. 314 pages.
is the story of CBS' reporting
the news in the tense hours
before D-Day, through that historic
invasion and the campaigns that followed until V-E Day brought hostilities to a close in the European theater
of this global war. The accounts of
the news correspondents at home and
abroad, together with the various
proclamations of political leaders
during these action-packed months
are given in their proper radio background. The result is a story dramatic
to a high degree. All the suspense,
the split-second timing, the color, the
decisiveness of the best of radio news
broadcasting is brought together in
these pages. A great history was made
in the months covered in this book,
HIS

T of
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and CBS shows that the very transmission of the news of these historic
days can be history-making, too. A.
great many news photos add to the
interest and value of this account.
The book concludes with Norman
Corwin's "On a Note of Triumph,"
which is powerful reading-not necessarily great literature, but good .
radio writing. There is a lot of history packed into these pages. In after
years we'll go through these pages
again and say "We lived in these
days. We heard these men. We saw
this history being made. Radio has
given even the home front, far removed from the fighting, a share in
it."

THE DARKENING MEADOWS
By Robert Nathan. Alfred A.
Knopf, New York. 1945. 35 pages.
$!.50.
HILE

the sixteen brief poems

that make up this volume are
W
not marred by the noise and blatancy

that characterize much war poetry.
they tend to fall into the other extreme, that of quiet inadequacy and
banal well-wishing.
The diction is too often stock-intrade: "rolling rivers," "westering
sun." When a good line comes, furthermore, it seldom comes as the
climactic outgrowth of a·n organic
passage.
The little narrative poet:r;~ , "Dunkirk," which closes the collection,
has considerable charm; it tells of an
English boy of sixteen and his young
sister putting out in their sailboat
from the Kentish shore, braving the
guns at Dunkirk, and bringing back
fourteen soldiers. In their young
minds the Channel that night is fortified by the victorious ghostly frigates
of Nelson and Drake. But the whole
is too much like a bedtime story;
the actual perils of the gunfire, the
mines, the crowded seas-only in
terms of which does the children's
deed have any meaning-are hardly
presented.

"The great advantage of the Americans consists in
their being able to commit faults which they may afterward repair."
-DE TOCQUEVILLE .

"Man's liberty ends, and it ought to end, when that
liberty becomes the curse of his neighbors."
-F.

_I
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I
Verse
New Beauty
No night could ever darken now this heart
Because it has known you and knowing you
Has found the upward way and starlit path.
You show so clearly what is God and ChristIn you redeeming love has caused a glow
That shines against the darkness of our world
Like smiles that break through children's tearsIn you the love that saved the world from hell
Has made new beauty come alive and draw men near
To feel the Savior's pity and the strength of God.
In you the pity from the skies has found a time
When it could make alive the hearts of earth
Which have grown dead and cold and pitiless.
In you, my blessing and my friend, I have found good,
The way God wants the good to be-sweet, tender,
All unstrained-yet reaching men who were afraid
And tired and lonely unto death and now have life
For you have touched their hands and brought them near
To where the Savior and His Word are found.

I
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Help Us, 0 God
0 Great Maker of life and love,
Creator of earth and all above,
Great builder of a universe,
Who set a place for stars, each one,
Revolved an earth around a sun
In regular, allotted time.
You took a bit of earth,
Made man and then gave birth
To souls, with holy breath.
0 kind and loving One
Who gave for sinful man Your Son
To die upon a cruel cross.
Look down in pity on us now;
Headstrong man wonders how
To right a war-torn world.
God, forgive our forgetfulness
Of Thee, and we confess
Our utter thought of self.
Rid us, 0 God, of hate and sin,
And recreate the hearts of men
Through a deeper, greater faith .
- NELLIE

M. Kmo
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Wild Geese Flying
Through bleak November skies, wild geese are flying,
Over the barren fields and wind-swept hills;
Above the noisy storm comes their wild crying,
As icy fingers grip the lakes and rills.
Straight to the South their wise old leader flies,
To sunny lands where native haunts are calling;
Far from the cold and dreary clouding skies,
From which the blinding snows will soon be falling.
I hear them now as they fly o'er the glades,
Their voices faint above the wind's wild roar;
And all too soon their thrilling clarion fades,
As winter roughly knocks upon the door.
-LILLIAN

He Kneels There
Your Christ and my Christ,
He kneels there
In a quiet garden alone
In deep prayer,
Asking for strength to die
Upon a shameful cross
Courageous! y.
For your sins and my sins
He kneels there,
Every grief of the universe
And all the care
That mortal man can know,
He knew and suffered all
Agonizing! y.
In shining light from on high
He kneels there;
With eyes looking up to God
He fights despair;
Then with glory in His blessed face,
He arises to bear a cruel cross
Unfalteringly.
NELLIE M. KIDD

W.

JuNGHANS
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Memorial Stadium
Sometime the sound of taps will mean once more
The simple close of day-Someday the mothers
Of ten million men will not stand choked
Or dewy-eyed when some tall soldier lad
Sounds out the last farewell before the multitudes
In silent, serried ranks who stand in tribute
To the youth and strength of hero men
Around the world.-Sometime it shall be possible
To view the vast expanse of sky without the wish
To fold its blue and fleece about the lonely boys
Around the world-Sometime we shall accomplish peace.
And in the place of bayonet and whistling shell
And burning home and screaming fear,
We shall have healing hands and men of love
And Gospel heralds and the Word of God.
Then, in the silence of a weeping stadium crowd,
Then, in the breathlessness of sobbing prayer,
We shall find blessed and heroic peace.
This is no idle dream. Behind this hope
There lies such constant prayer, such confidence
In God and in His grace and love,
That not a day or hour goes by
Without my active, grateful heart engaged
In solemn pledges of deep faithfulness
And fervent searchings for the way to help
For all the lost and hopeless people of the world.
God give us peace. We have attained new heights
Of hate and heartbreak in our death-filled days
But we have lost the loveliness of angel's song
And all the shepherd joy on bright lit field.
Oh, God be good-forgive, forgiveOur hope shines bright around the darkling world
Because we know the love of Thine own ChristHelp us to win more men for faith like this
And peace shall come within and here abide
For men shall see how God has blessed
And we shall welcome a new Adventtide.

_I
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troaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

G Americanor asgrousing,
baseball

1s as
or an
ice-cream soda. We all do it-automatically, enthusiastically, volubly, and about practically everything. Foreigners are puzzled,
amazed, and more than a little
disconcerted by this strange national characteristic of ours. A
charming young Viennese frienda completely Aryan refugee from
the orbit of the Swastika-recently
confided to me that she was actually terrified when, soon after
she reached the United States five
years ago, she heard a group of
Americans bitterly attack the policies ol Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Her amazement and consternation were equally great a
few months later when fellow-students at one of our important universities indulged in a typical
bull session in which faculty members were discussed with customary American frankness . The easy
give-and-take between teachers
and pupils afforded another surRIPING,
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prise to a girl who had been accustomed to the formal and rigid
discipline of Austrian and German classrooms.
Griping can be used as a powerful weapon. If enough of us make
enough noise over a sufficient period of time, something usuall)
happens. Dare we hope that thi~
will be true of the movies? More
and more G.I.'s are registering
disapproval of the mediocre films
which have been, and are being,
shown to our armed forces all over
the world. One of the most scathing of these protests is that
made by Sergeant Thomas R. St.
George in Proceed Without D elay
(Thomas Y. Crowell Company,
New York. 1945). Sergeant St.
George writes as follows of the
pictures shown at Port Moresby:
The shows were as full of sparkling
dialogue as Pidgin English, and conveyed in our general direction by
characters formerly with the Walgreen circuit as bit players in a triple
decker on toast, but we could bet that
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by hook or by crook or by the seat of
their britches, they would somehow
drag the War Effort, Remember Pearl
Harbor and Old Glory into the
finale. As Stateside audiences might
leave on learning of a fire in the lobby, We the Audience left at this point
and were generally well on our way
home, mulling over in our minds,
"What is worth fighting for?" by the
time the epic, with a final crescendo
of sound and forty-eight chorines
pealing "Oh, Slap That Japl" fell
flat on its face. "C'mon less blow,
they're gonna wave the flag," rippled
through the audience as it became
apparent that the leading man was
about to step forward, leading with
his chin, and against a background of
crossed banners, the Capitol dome,
Kate Smith's "God Bless America"
and a mass chorus of belching war
plant chimneys, tell us again what it
was that We were going to do to the
J aps and the Axis. The fact that these
blunders opened with an announcement that the picture we were about
to see had been prepared and released to the Armed Forces through
the cooperation of "The American
Motion Picture Industry" added little to our love of the American Motion Picture Industry. It was like asking a man to appreciate the people
who were going to hit him in the face
with a dead herring.

From a distant post in the South
Pacific another G.I. sent in this
concise, complete critique of the
picture Salome, Where She
Danced (Universal): "Salami,
how it stinks!'' Inelegant, I know,
but how true!
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It is easy, too, to conjure up
visions of a combat veteran's reaction to Betrayal from the East
(RKO-Radio). The war they are
fighting is nothing like this!
Blood on the Sun (United Artists) continues the movie war
against the Japanese. This is melodrama, of course; but good acting
and expert direction make the
action seem reasonably convincing.
Back to Bataan (RKO-Radio,
Edward Dymtryk) is the story o£
the fall of Bataan, the death
march, the creation of the Philippine Guerrilla Army, and the liberation of American and Filipino
prisoners at Cabanatuan. Simple,
direct, and based on actual happenings, this film has something
of the feel of truth. Two young
American soldier survivors of Bataan and Cabanatuan appeared in
person when Back to Bataan was
presented. They vouched for the
authenticity of• the action portrayed.
Three distinguished Englishmade war films are being shown
in American theaters at the present time. It is important to bear
in mind that English films are
slower-paced than American pictures. For this reason, and because
English actors notoriousLy underplay their roles, English films may
seem unduly deliberate to us. The
Way Ahead (Two Cities-2oth
Century-Fox) pictures the trans-
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formation of eight sullen, unwilling conscripts into proficient, selfreliant infantrymen. It is a moving tale and an excellent picture.
One must regret that American
prints contain a pompous and exceedingly silly foreword solemnly
narrated by Quentin R eynolds.
The Life and Death of Colonel
Blimp (General Cinema FinanceUnited Artists) offers us a richly
rewarding study of British character and British characteristics.
Played by Roger Livesy, David
Low's famous cartoon creation
comes to life with amazing success.
The Silver Fleet (ArcherP.R.C.),
the last of the English-made films,
is the least important. A fascinating melodrama, it recounts the
adventures of a patriotic Dutch
shipbuilder.
The Clock (M-G-M, Vincente
Minelli) is the simple, poignant
tale of a lonely girl and lonely
young soldier. This picture merits
high praise for Mr. Minelli's fine
direction and for the exemplary
acting of Judy Garland and Robert Walker. Nevertheless, no matter how much one may praise the
artistic success of The Clock) this
praise is not to be construed as
an endorsement of its theme.
Hasty qJ.arriages on short acquaintance do not, as a rule, make
for happiness and contentment.
Those who read Marcia Davenport's popular novel, The Valley

of Decision) a few seasons ago will
be eager to see the colorful screen
adaptation made by M-G-M under the direction of Tay Garnett.
The film version is condensed and
episodic, and the role of the Irish
heroine has been cut down altogether too obviously to the elegant
mold in which Hollywood has encased Greer Garson. Miss Garson
is a capable actress. It is unfortunate that she has permitted herself to be typed.
Take your choice, friends! Nob
Hill (Paramount) is San Francisco without an earthquake;
Flame of Barbary Coast is San
Francisco with an earthquake.
Both pictures are strictly run-ofthe-mill.
Two famous radio comedians
have transferred their high jinks
to the screen. Fred Allen appears
in a scatter-brained, hit-or-miss
comedy effort titled It's in the Bag
(United Artists), and Jack Benny
stars in a cheap dream fantasy
called The Horn Blows at Midnight (Warner Bros.). I wonder
if any · adult would label this
comedy.
There are two musical films on
my list. Wonder Boy (RKO-Radio) puts Danny Kaye, the Wonder Boy of stage and screen,
through the customary gruelling
routine. He stands up under it
amazingly well- better than I did.
Out of Th is World (Paramount)
presents a labored, fatuous tale
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about a meek little telegraph messenger who became a singing sensation. Only mildly amusing.
I find that I have forgotten who
produced Between Two Women,
Sudan, See My Lawyer, and Brew-
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ste1·'s Millions. It really doesn't
matter. My real regret is that I
didn't just forget to see those pictures. It was too high a price to
pay even for a few hours of airconditioned comfort.
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LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Honor to Canada!
Sir:
I feel that I must make a protest
against the attitude you exhibit in
the first editorial of the August issue
of THE CRESSET.
The general tone of the first two
paragraphs is such as to suggest that
the United States is the only country
in the world where there is complete
liberty. I don't know whether you
merely have succumbed to the common American tendency to indulge
in boastful talk or whether, despite
the excellence of your editorial staff,
you are not acquainted with the facts
of the matter. In either case, your
editorial was quite misleading, and
I am sorry to see such opinion expressed in THE CRESSET.
I assure you that we Canadians
possess as much liberty as the people
of the United States. Nor are you unfair only to the people of Canada;
the people of Britain, who, I believe,
have even more freedom than you
Americans, also have a right to protellt. I might mention, too, that the
Scandinavian countries, Switzerland,
Australia, and New Zealand are re-

puted to possess almost unlimited
freedom.
Your editorial would be in place
in the Saturday Evening Post, but
let's not have that sort of thing in
a fine magazine like THE CRESSET.
I make this protest hoping that you
will see fit to bring it to the attention
of your readers. It would be a shame
to let them entertain wrong ideas
of the existence of liberty outside the
United States of America.
PAUL BRUER
R.C.A.F. Station
Vancouver, B. C., Canada
Eo. Non;:
In th~ flush of Fourth-of-july enthusiasm, THE CRESSET obviously
waxed too eloquent in its expressions
concerning America's liberty. No invidious comparisons were intended.
All honor to the great and freedomloving democracy of Canada and to
her equally free sisters in the British
Commonwealth of Nations-and to
Scandinavia and Switze1·land, as well.
We gratefully acknowledge that in
those lands, no less than in the
United States, the torch of liberty still
burns brightly. May that light never
be dimmed!

Protestantism in South
America
Sir:
I came down out of the clouds in
a four-engined plane and landed in
o ne of the most isolated places in the
world, the Ascension Island, where
I am now on a tour of temporary
duty. I h ad spent three months in
Recife, Brazil, and took a special in-
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terest in meeting Protestant missionaries to hear about their work_ The
President of the Baptist Seminary in
Recife gave me a very interesting
book to read on my trip, entitled
Religious Liberty in Latin America.
When I came to the office of the
chaplain whom I am replacing on Ascension Island I found an old friend,
your fine magazine, THE CRESSET. It
was a real pleasure to see THE CRESSET again as I have not received a
copy since arriving in South America.
An article in a recent issue of THE
CRESSET has a statement which I do
not think is in accordance with the
facts. When the writer of that article says, "The climate of opinion
south of the border seems definitely
unfavorable to an active Protestantism," he contradicts all that missionaries down here have told me and

L
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the documented evidence in the book,
Religious Liberty in Latin America.
May I suggest that he read that book,
and I think he will change his opinion about the climate being unfavorable for Protestantism.
After talking with missionaries and
consulting with church leaders in the
Baptist and Presbyterian churches,
and after reading Mr. Howard's book,
I am getting more and more of the
opinion that the climate for active
Protestantism in South America is
better than it has ever been, that
there are tremendous opportunities
for our Church, and I pray God that
He will give us many workers to enter the fields that are ready for the
harvest.
CHAPLAIN HENRY 0. THEISS,
Captain
c-o Postmaster, Miami, Florida

these lines are written, the
A s nation
is launching out into

CRESSET hopes to make its own
humble contribution.
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